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Summary
The	primary	goal	of	tree	breeding	is	to	increase	the	quantity	and	quality	of	wood	products	
from	plantations.	Major	gains	have	been	achieved	using	recurrent	selection	in	genetically	
diverse	breeding	populations	to	capture	additive	variation.	However,	the	long	generation	
times	 of	 trees,	 together	 with	 poor	 juvenile-mature	 trait	 correlations,	 have	 promoted	
interest	in	marker-assisted	selection	(MAS)	to	accelerate	breeding	through	early	selection.	
MAS	relies	on	 identifying	DNA	markers,	which	explain	 a	high	proportion	of	variation	
in	 phenotypic	 traits.	 Genetic	 linkage	 maps	 have	 been	 developed	 for	 most	 commercial	
tree	 species	and	 these	can	be	used	 to	 locate	chromosomal	 regions	where	DNA	markers	
co-segregate	with	quantitative	 traits	 (quantitative	 trait	 loci,	QTL).	MAS	based	on	QTL	
is	most	likely	to	be	used	for	within-family	selection	in	a	limited	number	of	elite	families	
that	can	be	clonally	propagated.	Limitations	of	 the	approach	 include	the	 low	resolution	
of	 marker-trait	 associations,	 the	 small	 proportion	 of	 phenotypic	 variation	 explained	 by	
QTL	 and	 the	 low	 success	 rate	 in	 validating	 QTL	 in	 different	 genetic	 backgrounds	 and	
environments.	This	has	led	to	a	change	in	research	focus	towards	association	mapping	to	
identify	variation	in	the	DNA	sequence	of	genes	directly	controlling	phenotypic	variation	
(gene-assisted	 selection,	 GAS).	 The	 main	 advantages	 of	 GAS	 are	 the	 high	 resolution	 of	
marker-trait	 associations	 and	 the	 ability	 to	 transfer	 markers	 across	 families	 and	 even	
species.	Association	studies	are	being	used	to	examine	the	adaptive	significance	of	variation	
in	genes	controlling	wood	formation	and	quality,	pathogen	resistance,	cold	tolerance	and	
drought	 tolerance.	 Single	 nucleotide	 polymorphisms	 (SNPs)	 in	 these	 gene	 sequences	
that	are	 significantly	associated	with	 trait	variation	can	 then	be	used	 for	early	selection.	
Markers	for	SNPs	can	be	transferred	among	individuals	regardless	of	pedigree	or	family	
relationship,	increasing	opportunities	for	their	application	in	tree	breeding	programmes	in	
developing	as	well	as	developed	countries.	Significant	reductions	in	genotyping	costs	and	
improved	efficiencies	in	gene	discovery	will	further	enhance	these	opportunities.
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introduCtion
Tree	 breeding	 offers	 a	 unique	 set	 of	
challenges	 associated	with	 long	generation	
times,	 outcrossing	 breeding	 systems	 and	 a	
relatively	short	history	of	genetic	improve-
ment.	Breeding	populations	are	often	only	
one	or	two	generations	from	the	wild	state.	
This	has	the	advantage	over	crop	breeding	
of	providing	vast	stores	of	genetic	variation	
that	 can	 be	 utilized	 in	 tree	 improvement.	
Tree	 breeding	 programmes	 have	 generally	
relied	on	testing	and	selecting	large	numbers	
of	genotypes	derived	from	multiple	genetic	
backgrounds,	 the	 maintenance	 of	 high	
genetic	 diversity	 in	 production	 forests,	
and	 sexual	 propagation	 and	 capture	 of	
additive	genetic	variation	through	recurrent	
selection	 (Strauss,	 Lande	 and	 Namkoong,	
1992).	 Inbreeding	 depression	 and	 long	
generation	intervals	have	precluded	the	use	
of	inbred	lines,	although	research	into	their	
development	 continues	 (Wu,	 Abarquez	
and	 Matheson,	 2004).	 The	 greatest	 use	 of	
interspecific	 hybrids	 in	 operational	 tree	
breeding	has	been	with	introduced	species;	
for	example,	Pinus elliottii x P. caribaea	 in	
Australia	 (Nikles,	 1996),	 hybrid	 eucalypts	
in	 South	 Africa,	 Brazil	 and	 the	 Congo	
(Eldridge	 et al.,	 1993),	 Acacia	 mangium	
x	 A. auriculiformis	 in	 Viet	 Nam	 (Kha,	
Hai	 and	Vinh,	 1998)	 and	 hybrid	 poplars	
in	 temperate	 regions.	 These	 programmes	
often	 rely	 on	 clonal	 propagation	 for	
deployment.

The	goal	of	commercial	tree	breeding	is	
to	increase	the	quantity	and	quality	of	wood	
products	 from	 plantations.	 Production	
of	 industrial	 timber	 was	 estimated	 at	
2.8	thousand	 million	 cubic	 metres	 in	 2004	
and	has	been	increasing	at	an	average	annual	
rate	of	2.4	percent	since	1998	(FAOSTAT)	
with	 much	 of	 the	 recent	 increase	 being	
due	 to	 rapid	 economic	 growth	 in	 China.	
Consumption	of	 fuelwood	 is	 increasing	at	

a	similar	rate	(Carson,	Walter	and	Carson,	
2004).	 Rising	 demand	 together	 with	
restrictions	 on	 the	 supply	 of	 timber	 from	
native	forests	mean	that	 increases	in	forest	
productivity	 will	 be	 required.	 To	 date,	
increased	 production	 has	 been	 achieved	
by	 expanding	 the	 area	 of	 plantations,	
particularly	 in	 tropical	 regions	 where	
high	 growth	 rates	 can	 be	 achieved.	 Gains	
have	 also	 been	 made	 using	 conventional	
breeding,	but	further	productivity	increases	
are	 required	 to	 reduce	 pressure	 on	 native	
forests	and	 limit	 the	 increases	 in	 land	area	
required	 for	 plantations.	 MAS	 has	 the	
potential	to	enhance	plantation	productivity	
if	the	relationship	between	genetic	variation	
in	gene	sequences	and	phenotypic	variation	
in	traits	can	be	demonstrated.

The	 relatively	 long	 generation	 times	
and	poor	juvenile-mature	trait	correlations	
in	 forest	 trees	 have	 promoted	 interest	 in	
MAS	 to	 accelerate	 breeding	 through	 early	
selection.	MAS	relies	on	identifying	DNA	
markers	 which	 explain	 a	 high	 proportion	
of	 additive	 variation	 in	 phenotypic	 traits.	
Initially,	 research	 focused	 on	 the	 use	 of	
DNA	 markers	 in	 genome-wide	 linkage	
analysis	 of	 progeny	 arrays	 (Lander	 and	
Botstein,	 1989).	 By	 identifying	 patterns	
of	 co-segregation	 in	 complex	 traits	 and	
polymorphic	markers	(QTL),	these	studies	
aimed	 to	 reveal	 causative	 regions	 of	 the	
chromosome	 or	 gene	 that	 were	 inherited	
intact	 over	 a	 few	 generations.	 The	 QTL	
approach	 can	 be	 used	 for	 marker-aided	
breeding	 within	 families.	 The	 low	 success	
rate	 in	validating	QTL	in	different	genetic	
backgrounds	 and	 environments	 (Neale,	
Sewell	 and	 Brown,	 2002)	 led	 to	 a	 change	
in	research	focus	towards	population-level	
association	 mapping.	 This	 approach	 seeks	
to	 find	 alleles	 of	 genes	 that	 affect	 the	
phenotype	directly	(Neale	and	Savolainen,	
2004),	and	relies	on	the	retention	of	much	
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smaller	 regions	of	 intact	DNA	over	many	
generations.	 Candidate	 genes	 targeted	 in	
these	 studies	 can	 be	 identified	 by	 gene	
mapping,	 expressed	 sequence	 tag	 (EST)	
sequencing,	 gene	 expression	 profiling	 or	
functional	studies	(transgenics).	If	variation	
can	be	found	in	the	sequence	of	these	genes	
in	 different	 phenotypes,	 it	 allows	 MAS	 to	
be	 used	 for	 within-	 and	 between-family	
selection	in	forest	trees.	

The	 application	 of	 biotechnology	 in	
tree	 improvement	 research	 is	 currently	
taking	 different	 paths	 in	 developed	 and	
developing	 countries	 due	 to	 contrasting	
regulatory	 approval	 processes	 for	 gene-
tically	 modified	 plants	 and	 differences	 in	
public	 acceptance	 of	 genetically	 modified	
organisms	 (GMOs).	 There	 is	 considerable	
resistance	 in	 developed	 countries	 towards	
transgenic	trees,	which	has	more	to	do	with	
their	 possible	 effects	 on	 other	 plants	 and	
on	 the	 environment	 than	 with	 concerns	
about	 transgenic	 wood	 (Sedjo,	 2004).	
Long-term	field	trials	are	needed	to	ensure	
the	 stability	 of	 any	 genetic	 modification	
and	 the	absence	 of	 negative	 impacts	 on	
growth	 and	 resistance	 to	 environmental	
stresses	 before	 they	 can	 be	 incorporated	
into	 industrial	 plantations	 (Strauss	 et al.,	
1998;	 Strauss	 et al.,	 2004).	 Regulation	
costs,	 possible	 trade	 restrictions,	 lack	 of	
public	 acceptance	 of	 transgenics	 and	 lack	
of	 support	 by	 major	 forestry	 certification	
groups	 such	 as	 the	 Forest	 Stewardship	
Council	(FSC)	are	currently	barriers	to	the	
development	 of	 transgenics	 (Sedjo,	 2004).	
Consequently,	 trials	 of	 transgenic	 trees	 in	
developed	countries	remain	in	the	research	
phase,	mostly	conducted	with	young	trees	
grown	 under	 glasshouse	 conditions	 (see	
Walter	and	Killerby,	2004	for	review).	Due	
to	these	problems,	some	research	has	shifted	
towards	alternative	methods	of	investigating	
gene	function	 and	 incorporating	 desirable	

genes	 into	 breeding	 populations,	 mainly	
through	association	mapping.	

Recent	MAS	research	in	forest	trees	has	
been	 greatly	 assisted	 by	 advances	 in	 our	
understanding	 of	 tree	 genomes.	 The	 com-
plete	sequencing	of	plant	genomes	such	as	
Arabidopsis	(Arabidopsis	Genome	Initiative,	
2000)	and	rice	(Yu	et al., 2002)	is	improving	
our	understanding	of	the	number	of	genes	
involved	 (25	000–55	000)	 in	 the	 develop-
ment	 of	 different	 organs	 and	 the	 function	
of	the	genes.	

The	 Populus genome	 was	 the	 first	 tree	
genome	 to	 be	 sequenced	 with	 58	036	
predicted	 genes	 (www.jgi.doe.gov/poplar)	
and	 efforts	 are	 under	 way	 to	 sequence	
the	 Eucalyptus	 genome	 (www.ieugc.up.ac.
za),	 a	 genus	 of	 particular	 importance	 in	
countries	 with	 developing	 economies	 in	
Asia	 and	 South	 America.	 To	 date,	 partial	
coverage	 of	 the	 E. camaldulensis	 genome	
(600	 Mb)	 has	 been	 completed	 by	 random	
shotgun	sequencing,		through	collaboration	
between	 Oji	 Paper	 and	 the	 Kasuza	 DNA	
Research	Institute	in	Chiba,	Japan	(S.	Potter	
Ensis,	 personal	 communication).	 A	 draft	
sequence,	 based	 on	 four-fold	 coverage	 of	
the	 genome	 is	 expected	 to	 be	 available	
by	 mid-2007	 (Poke	 et al.,	 2005).	 The	
large	 genome	 size	 of	 conifers	 is	 currently	
a	 barrier	 to	 whole	 genome	 sequencing;	
however,	 comprehensive	 EST	 sequencing	
is	 likely	 to	 yield	 most	 genes	 expressed	 in	
target	tissues.

Genomic	 resources	 and	 tools	 are	 now	
being	 established	 for	 important	 forest	
tree	 species.	 Rapidly	 growing	 numbers	
of	 ESTs	 are	 publicly	 available	 in	 a	 range	
of	 species	 including	 Eucalyptus grandis, 
Pinus radiata,	P. taeda,	Picea abies,	Populus	
trichocarpa,	 P. tremula x tremuloides	 and	
Cryptomeria	 japonica	 (see	 Krutovskii	 and	
Neale,	2001	and	Strabala,	2004	for	reviews)	
and	Avicennia marina	(Mehta	et al.,	2005).	
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Over	 80	000	 ESTs	 have	 been	 sequenced	
from	pine	 (http://pinetree.ccgb.umn.edu/),	
over	 130	000	 from	 poplar	 (http://poppel.
fysbot.umu.se/)	 and	 over	 100	000	 from	
spruce	 (www.arborea.ulaval.ca/en/;	 www.
treenomix.ca/).

Comprehensive	 microarrays	 (Shena	 et 
al., 1996)	 are	 now	 being	 used	 in	 many	
of	 these	 species,	 allowing	 transcription	
profiling	 of	 thousands	 of	 genes	 in	
contrasting	phenotypes	in	a	range	of	tissues	
under	 different	 environmental/stress/
developmental	 regimes.	 Identification	 of	
candidate	 genes	 from	 expression	 profiling	
is	 based	 on	 the	 assumption	 that	 the	 genes	
showing	 genotype-specific	 differences	 in	
their	level	of	expression	are	causing	variation	
in	that	trait	(Morgante	and	Salamini,	2003).	
Microarrays	are	being	used	to	identify	genes	
that	are	regulated	differentially	in	individuals	
with	 contrasting	 wood	 traits	 in	 eucalypts	
(Moran	 et al.,	 2002),	 symbiosis-regulated	
genes	 in	 Eucalyptus globulus-Pisolithus 
tinctorius	 ectomycorrhiza	 (Voiblet	et al.,	
2001)	and	genes	involved	in	embryogenesis	
in	 pines	 (van	 Zyl	 et al.,	 2003).	 Using	
microarrays,	 many	 genes	 involved	 in	 cell	
wall	 biosynthesis	 have	 been	 identified	
in	 loblolly	 pine	 (Whetten	 et al.,	 2001;	
Pavy	 et al.,	 2005),	 eucalypts	 (Paux	 et al.,	
2004)	 and	 hybrid	 aspen	 (Populus tremula 
x P. tremuloides)	 (Hertzberg	 et al.,	 2001).	
A	 combination	 of	 proteomics,	 which	
examines	 changes	 in	 protein	 expression	 in	
different	 tissue	 and	 developmental	 stages,	
and	 microarray	 technology	 is	 also	 being	
used	 to	 give	 a	 more	 complete	 picture	 of	
gene	 function,	 for	 example	 of	 drought	
tolerance	in	Pinus pinaster	(Plomion	et al.,	
2004).	 This	 discovery	 work	 is	 uncovering	
large	 numbers	 of	 candidate	 genes	 that	 are	
excellent	 targets	 for	 both	 QTL	 mapping	
and	association	studies	aimed	at	identifying	
markers	for	use	in	MAS.

family-BaSed genetiC linkage 
mapping and qtl analySiS 
Genetic	linkage	or	recombination	mapping	
relies	 on	 finding	 sufficient	 polymorphism	
using	 DNA	 markers	 in	 progeny	 arrays	
from	 full-sib	 pedigrees	 to	 identify	
associations	between	linked	loci	on	a	chro-
mosome.	 Genetic	 linkage	 maps	 have	 been	
constructed	 for	 most	 of	 the	 commercially	
important	 forest	 tree	 genera	 (summarized	
in	 Table	1),	 and	 updated	 information	 on	
genetic	 linkage	 maps	 for	 forest	 trees	 is	
available	 at	 http://dendrome.ucdavis.edu/
index.php.	 The	 number	 and	 location	 of	
chromosomal	 regions	 affecting	 a	 trait	
(QTL)	 and	 the	 magnitude	 of	 their	 effect	
can	then	be	investigated	by	QTL	mapping.	
QTL	 are	 identified	 by	 a	 statistical	 asso-
ciation	between	variation	 in	 a	quantitative	
trait	 and	segregation	of	alleles	at	 a	marker	
locus	in	a	segregating	population	(mapping	
pedigree).

Most	phenotypic	traits	of	interest	for	tree	
breeding	 are	 characterized	 by	 continuous	
variation.	Such	traits	are	usually	influenced	
by	 a	 number	 of	 genes	 with	 a	 small	 effect	
interacting	 with	 other	 genes	 and	 the	 envi-
ronment.	The	main	traits	targeted	for	QTL	
mapping	 are	 wood	 properties	 and	 traits	
related	to	adaptation	and	growth	(reviewed	
by	Sewell	and	Neale,	2000).	These	 include	
physical	 wood	 properties	 that	 affect	 the	
strength	of	sawn	timber	(e.g.	wood	density	
and	 microfibril	 angle),	 and	 properties	 that	
affect	 paper	 pulping,	 e.g.	 pulp	 yield,	 fibre	
length	 and	 the	 relative	 proportion	 of	 cel-
lulose,	 hemicellulose	 and	 lignin,	 generally	
measured	 as	 percentage	 cellulose.	 In	 addi-
tion,	QTL	have	been	identified	for	disease	
resistance,	 growth,	 flowering,	 vegetative	
propagation,	 frost	 tolerance	 and	 leaf	 oil	
composition	(Table	2).

The	 detection	 of	 QTL	 requires	 large	
sample	 sizes;	 the	 lower	 the	 heritability	
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table 1
genetic linkage maps constructed for forest trees, markers used and location of mapping pedigrees

Species markers1 Country reference

Acacia mangium RFlP, SSR australia butcher and Moran, 2000

Cryptomeria japonica RFlP, RaPD, isozyme Japan Mukai et al., 1995

Eucalyptus camaldulensis RaPD, RFlP, SSR egypt agrama, George and Salah, 2002

Eucalyptus globulus RaPD, SSR australia bundock, Hayden and Vaillancourt, 2000

candidate genes, isozymes, 
eStP, RFlP, SSR

australia thamarus et al., 2002

Eucalyptus grandis x E. 
globulus

aFlP Uruguay Myburg et al., 2003

Eucalyptus grandis x E. 
urophyllla

RaPD brazil

congo

Grattapaglia and Sederoff, 1994; 
Verhaegen and Plomion, 1996

Eucalyptus nitens isozyme, RaPD, RFlP australia byrne et al., 1995

Eucalyptus tereticornis x E. 
globulus

aFlP Portugal Marques et al., 1998

Eucalyptus urophylla x E. 
tereticornis

RaPD china Gan et al., 2003

Fagus sylvatica aFlP, RaPD, SSR italy Scalfi et al., 2004

Hevea braziliensis x H. 
benthamiana (rubber tree)

aFlP, isozymes, RFlP, SSR French 
Guyana

lespinasse et al., 1999

Larix decidua & L. kaempferi aFlP, iSSR, RaPD France arcade et al., 2000

Picea abies RaPD italy binelli and bucci, 1994

RaPD Denmark Skov and Wellendorf, 1998

aFlP, SaMPl, SSR italy Paglia, olivieri and Morgante, 1998

Picea glauca eStP, RaPD, ScaR canada Gosselin et al., 2002

Pinus edulis aFlP USa travis et al., 1998

Pinus elliottii var elliottii RaPD USa nelson, nance and Doudrick, 1993

Pinus elliottii var. elliottii &  
P. caribaea var. hondurensis

aFlP, SSR australia Shepherd et al., 2003

Pinus palustris RaPD USa Kubisiak et al., 1996

Pinus pinaster RaPD France Plomion, o’Malley and Durel, 1995

aFlP, RaPD, protein France costa et al., 2000

aFlP France chagne et al., 2002

Pinus radiata RFlP, RaPD, SSR australia Devey et al., 1996

Pinus sylvestris RaPD Sweden Yazdani, Yeh and Rimsha, 1995

Pinus taeda isozymes, RaPD, RFlP USa Devey et al., 1994; Sewell, Sherman and 
neale, 1999

aFlP USa Remington et al., 1999

Pinus thunbergii aFlP, RaPD Japan Hayashi et al., 2001

Populus aFlP, candidate genes, 
isozymes, iSSR, RaPD, RFlP, 
StS, SSR

belgium, 
France, USa

See review in cervera et al., 2004;  
Yin et al., 2004

Pseudotsuga menziesii RaPD, RFlP USa Jermstad et al., 1998;  
Krutovskii et al., 1998

Quercus robur isozyme, minisatellite, RaPD, 
ScaR, SSR. 5SrDna

France barreneche et al., 1998

Salix viminalis aFlP, SSR UK Hanley et al., 2002

Salix viminalis x S. schwerinii aFlP, RFlP Sweden tsarouhas, Gullberg and lagercrantz, 
2002

1 aFlP = amplified fragment length polymorphism; eStP = expressed sequence tagged polymorphism; iSSR = inter-simple 
sequence repeats; RaPD = random amplified polymorphic Dna; RFlP = restriction fragment length polymorphism; SaMPl 
= selective amplification of microsatellite polymorphic loci; ScaR = sequence characterized amplified regions; SSR = simple 
sequence repeat (microsatellite); StS = sequence-tagged sites
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table 2
quantitative trait loci reported for forest tree species

Species markers1 qtl reference

Acacia mangium RFlP, SSR Disease resistance butcher, 2004

Cryptomeria japonica isozyme, RaPD, RFlP Juvenile growth, flowering, 
vegetative propagation

Yoshimaru et al., 1998

RaPD Wood quality Kuramoto et al., 2000

Eucalyptus globulus isozyme, RFlP, SSR Wood density, pulp yield, 
microfibril angle 

thamarus et al., 2004

Eucalyptus grandis RaPD Growth, wood density Grattapaglia et al., 1996; 

RaPD Disease resistance Junghaus et al., 2003

E.grandis x E. urophylla RaPD Vegetative propagation Grattapaglia, bertolucci and 
Sederoff, 1995; Marques et al., 
1999

RaPD Growth, wood density Verhaegen et al., 1997

RaPD leaf oil composition Shepherd, chaparro and teasdale, 
1999

Eucalyptus nitens RFlP Growth byrne et al., 1997a

RFlP Frost tolerance byrne et al., 1997b

Eucalyptus tereticornis  
x E. globulus

aFlP Vegetative propagation Marques et al., 2002

Fagus sylvatica aFlP, RaPD, SSR leaf traits, growth Scalfi et al., 2004

Hevea braziliensis x  
H. benthamiana

aFlP, isozyme, RFlP, 
SSR

Disease resistance lespinasse et al., 2000

Pinus palustris x  
P. elliottii

RaPD Juvenile growth Weng et al., 2002

Pinus pinaster RaPD bud set, frost tolerance Hurme et al., 2000

aFlP Growth, water use efficiency brendel et al., 2002

Pinus radiata RaPD Growth emebiri et al., 1997,1998a,b

aFlP, RaPD, SSR Wood density Kumar et al., 2000

RFlP, SSR Growth, wood density, disease 
resistance

Devey et al., 2004a,b

Pinus sylvestris aFlP Growth, cold acclimation lerceteau, Plomion and 
andersson, 2000; Yazdani et al., 
2003

Pinus taeda isozymes, RaPD, RFlP Growth Kaya, Sewell and neale, 1999

RFlP Physical wood properties Groover et al., 1994; Sewell et 
al., 2000

RFlP chemical wood properties Sewell et al., 2002

eStP, RFlP Wood properties brown et al., 2003

Populus aFlP, iSSR, RaPD, RFlP, 
ScaR, SSR, StS

Growth, form, leaf 
architecture, leaf & bud 
phenology, disease resistance, 
wood quality

See review in cervera et al., 2004

Pseudotsuga menziesii RaPD, RFlP Vegetative bud flush Jermstadt et al., 2001a

RaPD, RFlP cold hardiness Jermstadt et al., 2001b

RaPD, RFlP Qtl x environment Jermstadt et al., 2003

Quercus robur aFlP, RaPD, ScaR, SSR Growth, bud burst Saintagne et al., 2004

Salix dasyclados x  
S. viminalis

aFlP Growth, drought tolerance, 
bud flush

tsarouhas, Gullberg and 
lagercrantz, 2002, 2003; 
Rönnberg-Wästljung, Glynn and 
Weih, 2005

1 aFlP = amplified fragment length polymorphism; eStP = expressed sequence tagged polymorphism; iSSR = inter-simple 
sequence repeats; RaPD = random amplified polymorphic Dna; RFlP = restriction fragment length polymorphism; ScaR = 
sequence characterized amplified regions; SSR = simple sequence repeat (microsatellite); StS = sequence-tagged sites
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of	 the	 trait	 and	 the	 larger	 the	 number	 of	
genes	 affecting	 the	 trait,	 the	 larger	 the	
sample	 size	 required	 (see	 Strauss,	 Lande	
and	 Namkoong,	 1992).	 As	 shown	 by	
Brown	et al. (2003),	the	use	of	small	map-
ping	 populations	 of	 100–200	 segregating	
individuals,	 typical	 of	 most	 QTL	 studies	
in	 trees,	 is	 likely	 to	 cause	 an	 upward	 bias	
in	the	estimated	phenotypic	effect	of	QTL.	
Simulation	and	practical	studies	have	shown	
that,	in	addition	to	sample	size,	QTL	detec-
tion	 is	 affected	 by	 genetic	 background,	
environment	and	interactions	among	QTL.	
The	 location	 of	 QTL	 is	 imprecise	 as	 they	
can	only	be	mapped	to	5–10	cM.	This	may	
translate	 into	 a	 physical	 distance	 of	 sev-
eral	megabases,	which	may	contain	several	
hundred	genes.	The	effect	of	a	QTL	is	also	
likely	to	vary	over	time	in	perennial	plants	
with	 changing	 biotic	 and	 abiotic	 factors	
(Brown	 et al.,	 2003).	 This	 highlights	 the	
necessity	 of	 verifying	 QTL	 in	 different	
seasons,	 environments	 and	 genetic	 back-
grounds	 (Sewell	 and	 Neale,	 2000).	 The	
challenges	 of	 developing	 and	 genotyping	
the	large	progeny	arrays	required	to	locate	
QTL	accurately	 in	outbred	pedigrees,	 and	
of	 verifying	 these	 QTL	 in	 different	 envi-
ronments	and	ages,	are	such	that	MAS	has	
not	yet	been	applied	in	any	commercial	tree	
breeding	programme.		

In	one	of	 the	most	 intensive	studies	on	
applying	 MAS	 to	 date,	 and	 based	 on	 data	
from	over	1	300	individuals	for	wood	den-
sity,	 4	 400	 individuals	 for	 wood	 diameter	
from	 a	 single	 pedigree	 and	 using	 selective	
genotyping	 of	 the	 50	 highest	 and	 lowest	
scoring	 individuals	 for	 density	 and	 100	
of	 each	 for	 diameter,	 Devey	 et al.	 (2004a)	
were	able	to	validate	(in	the	same	pedigree)	
two	out	of	13	QTL	for	diameter	and	eight	
out	of	 27	QTL	 for	wood	density	 in	 Pinus 
radiata.	 The	 effect	 of	 each	 QTL	 ranged	
from	 0.8		 to	 3.6	percent	 of	 phenotypic	

variation,	 implying	 that	 these	 traits	 were	
controlled	by	a	large	number	of	genes,	each	
of	small	effect.	Using	a	different	approach,	
Brown	 et al.	 (2003)	 used	 a	 verification	
population	 of	 447	 progeny	 (derived	 from	
re-mating	 the	 parents	 of	 the	 QTL	 pedi-
gree)	and	an	“unrelated	population”	of	445	
progeny	 from	 the	 base	 pedigree	 to	 verify	
QTL	in	Pinus taeda.	They	found	about	half	
the	QTL	were	detected	in	multiple	seasons	
and	fewer	QTL	were	common	to	different	
populations.	

An	area	where	QTL	mapping	may	assist	
breeders	 is	 in	 breaking	 linkages	 between	
negatively	correlated	traits.	For	example	in	
E. grandis	and	E. urophylla,	Verhaegen	et al.	
(1997)	reported	co-location	of	QTL	for	the	
negatively	correlated	traits	of	wood	density	
and	growth.	If	these	traits	are	controlled	by	
tightly	linked	genes,	markers	could	be	used	
to	select	favourable	recombinants.	

Most	 markers	 used	 in	 QTL	 mapping	
have	 been	 anonymous	 markers	 that	 are	
unlikely	 to	 occur	 in	 a	 gene	 influencing	 a	
quantitative	trait.	In	an	attempt	to	increase	
the	 power	 of	 QTL	 mapping,	 candidate	
genes	 that	 may	 control	 the	 trait	 in	 ques-
tion	 are	 being	 used	 as	 molecular	 markers.	
Candidate	genes	are	typically	sourced	from	
the	 tissue	of	 interest	 (e.g.	xylem	or	 leaves)	
and	 have	 either	 a	 known	 function	 intui-
tively	related	to	the	trait,	or	are	of	interest	
from	 studies	 of	 their	 expression	 using	
DNA	 microarrays.	 Comparative	 mapping	
and	 candidate	 gene	 approaches	 can	 utilize	
such	 information	 to	 search	 for	 homolo-
gous	genes	in	different	genomes.	Candidate	
genes	have	been	mapped	to	QTL	for	wood	
quality	in	E. urophylla	and	E. grandis	(Gion	
et al.,	2000),	Pinus taeda	(Neale,	Sewell	and	
Brown,	 2002),	 and	 E. globulus	 (Thamarus	
et al.,	 2004).	They	have	also	been	mapped	
to	 QTL	 for	 bud	 set	 and	 bud	 flush	 in	
Populus deltoides	 (Frewen	 et al.,	 2000).	
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Kirst	 et al.	 (2004)	 measured	 transcript	
abundance	 in	 2	608	 genes	 in	 the	 differen-
tiating	 xylem	 of	 91	 E. grandis	 backcross	
progeny.	 QTL	 analysis	 of	 lignin-related	
transcripts	(expressed		gene	QTL	[eQTL])	
showed	 that	 their	 mRNA	 abundance	 is	
regulated	by	two	genetic	loci.	Coordinated	
down-regulation	 of	 genes	 encoding	 lignin	
enzymes	was	observed	in	fast	growing	indi-
viduals,	 indicating	 that	 the	 same	 genomic	
regions	are	regulating	growth	and	the	lignin	
content	 and	 composition	 in	 the	 progeny.	
Comparative	mapping	has	shown	that	gene	
content	and	gene	order	are	conserved	over	
long	 chromosomal	 regions	 among	 related	
species.	 Comparative	 maps	 are	 therefore	
likely	 to	 play	 an	 important	 role	 in	 ena-
bling	 information	 on	 gene	 location	 and	
function	to	be	transferred	between	species	
and	 genera.	 However,	 this	 will	 depend	 on	
orthologous	genetic	markers	being	mapped	
in	 each	 species	 (Krutovskii	 and	 Neale,	
2001).	To	date,	comparative	maps	have	been	
published	for	Populus	(Cervera	et al.,	2001),	
Pinus	(Devey	et al.,	1999;	Krutovsky	et al.,	
2004),	 Quercus	 and	 Castanea	 (Barreneche	
et al.,	2004).

MAS,	based	on	QTL,	is	most	likely	to	be	
used	for	within-family	selection	in	a	limited	
number	of	elite	families	that	can	be	propa-
gated	clonally	for	deployment	in	large-scale	
industrial	 plantations.	 It	 is	 most	 suitable	
for	 traits	 that	 are	 expensive	 to	measure	or	
can	only	be	detected	after	plants	have	been	
subjected	to	a	particular	stress	or	pathogen,	
and	that	have	poor	juvenile-mature	correla-
tions.	Limitations	of	 the	approach	 include	
the	low	resolution	of	the	marker-trait	asso-
ciations,	the	low	proportion	of	phenotypic	
variation	 explained	 by	 QTL	 (generally	
less	 than	 10	percent),	 and	 the	 low	 success	
rate	 in	validating	QTL	in	different	genetic	
backgrounds	and	environments	(Sewell	and	
Neale,	 2002).	 Recombination-based	 meth-

odologies	have	been	applied	to	inbred	crop	
lines	to	positionally	clone	genes	of	interest	
in	 QTL	 regions	 (Salvi	 et al.,	 2002);	 how-
ever,	the	use	of	this	technique	in	forest	trees	
is	 not	 practicable	 due	 to	 their	 outcrossing	
breeding	system.

population-BaSed aSSoCiation 
StudieS 
Limitations	of	the	QTL	approach	have	led	
to	a	change	in	research	focus	towards	iden-
tifying	variations	in	the	DNA	sequence	of	
genes	directly	controlling	phenotypic	vari-
ation,	known	by	some	as	GAS.	One	of	the	
main	 advantages	 of	 association	 genetics	 is	
the	 high	 resolution	 of	 marker-trait	 asso-
ciations.	 As	 natural	 populations	 are	 used	
in	association	studies,	 recombinations	 that	
accumulate	 over	 many	 generations	 of	 the	
population	 break	 any	 long	 range	 associa-
tions	between	marker	and	trait	leaving	short	
stretches	of	the	genome	associated	with	the	
trait.	If	alleles	or	SNPs	can	be	found	that	are	
strongly	 associated	 with	 superior	 pheno-
types,	they	can	be	used	for	selection	across	
breeding	populations.	This	methodology	is	
better	suited	to	tree	breeding	programmes,	
which	aim	to	maintain	a	broad	genetic	base,	
i.e.	 programmes	 with	 a	 large	 number	 of	
families.	In	contrast,	 the	QTL	approach	 is	
used	 for	 within-family	 selection.	 Spurious	
associations	 may	 be	 observed	 in	 associ-
ation	 studies	 where	 there	 is	 undetected	
genetic	 structure	 in	 the	 breeding	 popu-
lation	 that	 invalidates	 standard	 statistical	
tests.	Strategies	for	dealing	with	population	
stratification	have	been	developed	to	avoid	
these	problems	(Pritchard	et al., 2000;	Wu	
and	Zeng,	2001).

In	 the	 first	 association	 study	 published	
in	 forest	 trees,	 Thumma	 et al.	 (2005)	
identified	 25	 common	 SNP	 markers	 in	
the	 lignin	 biosynthesis	 gene	 CCR	 from	
Eucalyptus nitens.	 Using	 single-marker	
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and	 haplotype	 analyses	 in	 290	 trees	 from	
a	 natural	 population,	 they	 observed	 two	
haplotypes	that	were	significantly	associated	
with	microfibril	angle,	a	major	determinant	
of	 timber	 strength.	 These	 results	 were	
confirmed	 in	 a	 full-sib	 family	 in	 E. nitens 
and	in	the	related	species	E. globulus.	In	a	
powerful	 demonstration	 of	 the	 resolution	
of	 association	 genetics,	 Thumma	 et al.	
(2005)	 detected	 an	 alternatively-spliced	
variant	of	the	CCR	gene	from	the	region	of	
the	significant	haplotype,	thereby	revealing	
the	 probable	 molecular	 basis	 of	 the	 trait	
variation.	

Association	 mapping	 is	 a	 particularly	
useful	 approach	 when	 genes	 are	 available	
that	 are	 likely	 to	 be	 functionally	 relevant	
to	 the	 trait	 of	 interest.	 Homologues	 of	
genes	 characterized	 in	 model	 species	 such	
as	 Arabidopsis,	 maize	 or	 rice,	 and	 poplar	
are	excellent	targets	for	association	studies	
in	 forest	 species.	 In	 most	 cases,	 putative	
orthologues	can	be	identified	by	comparing	
ESTs	 to	 gene	 sequences	 in	 public	 data-
bases.	In	some	cases,	gene	function	may	be	
determined	 by	 modulating	 the	 expression	
of	selected	genes	using	sense	and	antisense	
modification	 to	 up-	 and	 down-regulate	
gene	 expression,	 or	 intron	 RNA	 hairpin	
constructs	 to	 silence	 genes	 (Smith	 et al.,	
2000).	 However,	 one	 of	 the	 advantages	 of	
association	studies	is	the	capacity	to	study	
a	 large	 number	 of	 genes	 simultaneously	
without	the	need	for	transformation	(Peter	
and	Neale,	2004).	

There	 is	considerable	 interest	 in	under-
standing	 the	 genes	 controlling	 wood	 fibre	
cell	 wall	 development	 in	 forest	 trees	 as	
fibre	 microstructure	 is	 a	 major	 determi-
nant	of	the	commercial	value	of	wood.	For	
example,	 the	 angle	of	orientation	of	 cellu-
lose	 microfibrils	 (MFA)	 in	 fibre	 cell	 walls	
is	 known	 to	 affect	 timber	 strength	 and	
stiffness	 as	 well	 as	 fibre	 collapsibility,	 an	

important	determinant	of	tensile	strength	in	
paper.	Knowledge	of	cell	wall	biosynthesis	
would	 also	 assist	 in	 understanding	 and	
manipulating	the	development	of	abnormal	
wood,	e.g.	tension/compression	wood	(see	
Paux	et al., 2005;	Pavy	et al., 2005),	which	
is	 known	 to	 have	 an	 impact	 on	 wood	
stability,	 sawing	 patterns	 and	 pulpability.	
Wood	is	primarily	composed	of	secondary	
xylem,	and	its	properties	are	the	product	of	
sequential	 developmental	 processes	 from	
cambial	cell	division	and	expansion,	to	sec-
ondary	 wall	 formation	 and	 lignification.	
Genes	expressed	during	xylogenesis	deter-
mine	 the	physical	 and	 chemical	properties	
of	 wood.	 Important	 genes	 are	 now	 being	
identified	 that	control	 the	synthesis	of	 the	
major	 constituents	 of	 the	 cell	 wall:	 cellu-
lose,	 hemicellulose	 and	 lignin.	 Genes	 for	
cellulose	synthesis	(CesA)	have	been	cloned	
in	aspen	(Joshi,	Wu	and	Chiang,	1999;	Wu,	
Joshi	 and	 Chiang,	 2000),	 poplar	 (Djerbi	
et al., 2005)	 and	 loblolly	 pine	 (Nairn	 and	
Haselkorn,	2005).	Characterizing	the	CesA	
gene	 in	 aspen	 revealed	 strong	 similarity	
with	a	secondary	cell	wall	protein	in	cotton,	
indicating	that	they	serve	similar	functions	
in	the	two	evolutionarily	divergent	genera.	
Transformation	of	cellulose	synthase	genes	
in	 aspen	 (Joshi,	 2004)	 should	 further	 elu-
cidate	 gene	 function.	 Each	 of	 the	 three	
loblolly	CesA	genes	 is	orthologous	 to	one	
of	the	three	angiosperm	secondary	cell	wall	
CesAs,	 suggesting	 functional	 conservation	
between	 angiosperms	 and	 gymnosperms.	
A	 search	 of	 the	 poplar	 genome	 revealed	
18	distinct	CesA	gene	sequences	in	Populus 
trichocarpa	(Djerbi	et al., 2005).	The	CesA	
genes	belong	to	a	superfamily	of	CesA-like	
(Csl)	 genes,	 which	 includes	 a	 very	 large	
number	 of	 glycosyltransferases	 that	 are	
likely	 to	 be	 involved	 in	 the	 synthesis	 of	
the	 numerous	 non-cellulosic	 polysaccha-
rides	 in	 plants	 (Liepman,	 Wilkerson	 and	
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Keegstra,	2005).	
Lignin	 biosynthesis	 is	 well	 understood	

at	 the	 molecular	 level	 in	 plants	 (reviewed	
by	 Boerjan,	 Ralph	 and	 Baucher, 2003	 and	
Peter	and	Neale,	2004)	and	is	of	particular	
interest	 in	forest	trees	as	removal	of	lignin	
for	paper-making	has	major	economic	and	
environmental	costs.	In	some	cases,	genetic	
modification	 of	 lignin	 structure	 has	 been	
shown	 to	 improve	 delignification	 in	 pulp	
and	 paper-making	 (Jouanin	 and	 Goujon,	
2004),	 and	 down	 regulation	 of	 lignin	
pathway	 enzymes	 has	 also	 been	 shown	 to	
increase	cellulose	content	(Hu	et al.,	1999).	
Gymnosperms	 and	 angiosperms	 share	 a	
common	 set	 of	 enzymes	 that	 are	 respon-
sible	 for	 the	 formation	 of	 guaiacyl	 lignin,	
while	angiosperms	have	evolved	at	least	two	
enzymes	 that	 catalyse	 the	 production	 of	
syringyl	lignin.	Association	studies	are	now	
being	carried	out	in	loblolly	to	examine	the	
adaptive	significance	of	 sequence	variation	
in	 monolignol	 biosynthetic	 genes	 (Peter	
and	 Neale,	 2004)	 and	 other	 genes	 con-
trolling	 wood	 properties	 (Brown	 et al., 
2004).	 Similar	 research	 (Table	 3)	 aimed	 at	
identifying	 genes	 controlling	 wood	 for-
mation	 is	being	undertaken	 in	Douglas	 fir	
(Krutovsky	et al., 2005),	maritime	pine	(Pot	
et al., 2004),	 radiata	pine	 (S.G.	Southerton	

and	G.F.	Moran,	personal	communication),	
spruce	(MacKay	et al.,	2005)	and	eucalypts	
(Moran	et al., 2002).

The	 availability	 of	 genes	 linked	 to	 a	
range	of	other	traits	in	model	plants	opens	
up	 new	 areas	 of	 investigation	 in	 associ-
ation	 genetics.	 For	 example,	 association	
studies	 are	 in	 progress	 to	 identify	 genes	
controlling	 pathogen	 resistance	 (Ersoz	 et 
al.,	 2004;	 MacKay	 et al.,	 2005),	 drought	
tolerance	 (Ersoz	 et al.,	 2004),	 cold	 tol-
erance	 (Krutovsky	 et al.,	 2005)	 and	 bud	
set	 (Paoli	 and	 Morgante,	 2005)	 (Table	3).	
Further	opportunities	 exist	 for	 association	
studies	aimed	at	identifying	SNPs	linked	to	
important	 traits.	 Flowering	 is	 particularly	
well	understood	at	the	molecular	level	(Zik	
and	 Irish,	 2003),	 and	 increasing	 numbers	
of	 genes	 controlling	 flowering	 have	 been	
cloned	in	angiosperm	tree	species	including	
eucalypts	 (Southerton	et al., 1998;	Watson	
and	 Brill,	 2004),	 silver	 birch	 (Elo	 et al., 
2001),	 poplar	 (Rottmann	 et al.,	 2000)	 and	
gymnosperm	 tree	 species	 including	 spruce	
(Tandre	 et al., 1995;	 Rutledge	 et al.,1998)	
and	pines	(Mouradov	et al., 1998,	1999).

Another	 important	 technological	
advance	 that	 is	 making	 large-scale	 asso-
ciation	 studies	 possible	 is	 the	 recent	
development	 of	 rapid,	 high-throughput	

table 3
association studies in progress for forest tree species

Species trait reference

Eucalyptus nitens Wood properties Moran et al., 2002; thumma et al., 2005
Populus  Wood properties MacKay et al., 2005

Disease resistance MacKay et al., 2005
Picea glauca Wood properties MacKay et al., 2005

Disease resistance MacKay et al., 2005
Picea abies bud set Paoli and Morgante, 2005
Pseudotsuga menziesii Wood properties Krutovsky et al., 2005;

cold hardiness Krutovsky et al., 2005;
Pinus radiata Wood properties Southerton and Moran unpub. data
Pinus taeda Wood properties Peter and neale, 2004; brown et al., 2004

Disease resistance ersoz et al., 2004
Drought tolerance ersoz et al., 2004

Pinus pinaster Wood properties Pot et al., 2004
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genotyping	techniques	that	have	drastically	
reduced	 the	 cost	 of	 genotyping	 SNPs	 in	
association	 populations	 (www.illumina.
com/products/prod_snp.ilmn).	 It	 is	 now	
feasible	 to	 genotype	 SNPs	 in	 hundreds	 of	
genes	potentially	associated	with	a	trait.	

QTL	mapping	remains	largely	a	research	
tool	 to	 improve	 our	 understanding	 of	 the	
number,	distribution	and	mode	of	action	of	
genes	 controlling	 quantitative	 traits.	 QTL	
can	also	play	a	role	in	GAS	as	a	vehicle	for	
validating	significant	SNP	correlations	iden-
tified	 in	association	populations	 (Thumma	
et al.,	2005).	In	the	near	future,	association	
studies	 promise	 to	 yield	 numerous	 SNP	
markers	 that	 could	 be	 used	 in	 breeding	
programmes	for	early	selection	of	superior	
alleles	associated	with	a	wide	range	of	traits.	
As	 the	efficiency	of	 techniques	 for	micro-
array	 analysis,	 SNP	 discovery,	 genotyping	
and	 other	 molecular	 procedures	 improve	
further,	 the	 opportunities	 to	 incorporate	
molecular	 technologies	 into	 breeding	 pro-
grammes	for	forest	trees	will	increase.

uSe of maS to enhanCe Breeding 
programmeS in developing 
CountrieS
The	 adoption	 of	 molecular	 techniques	
varies	widely,	not	only	between	developed	
and	 developing	 countries	 but	 also	 among	
the	 less	 developed	 economies	 (Chaix	 and	
Monteuuis,	2004).	Countries	such	as	China,	
India,	 Indonesia,	 Malaysia,	 Thailand	 and	
Viet	Nam	have	established	molecular	labo-
ratories	for	genotyping.	Molecular	markers	
are	being	used	routinely	to	assess	the	level	
of	genetic	diversity	in	breeding	programmes	
and	to	monitor	any	changes	following	selec-
tion	(Butcher,	2003;	Marcucci	Poltri	et al., 
2003).	They	are	also	being	used	to	estimate	
levels	 of	 contamination	 and	 inbreeding	 in	
open-pollinated	 seed	 orchards	 (Chaix	 et 
al.,	 2003;	 Harwood	 et al.,	 2004),	 to	 vali-

date	 intra-	 and	 interspecies	 crosses	 and	 to	
determine	error	rates	in	clonal	propagation	
or	 trial	 establishment	 (see,	 for	 example,	
Bell	 et al.,	 2004).	 This	 has	 identified	 rela-
tively	 high	 error	 rates	 in	 several	 breeding	
programmes,	 affecting	 calculations	 of	 her-
itability,	 breeding	 value	 and	 genetic	 gain.	
Genetic	linkage	maps	have	been	published	
for	 eucalypts	 in	 China	 (Gan	 et al.,	 2003)	
and	 Brazil	 is	 prominent	 in	 eucalypt	 map-
ping	 and	 genomics	 (Grattapaglia,	 Chapter	
14).	EST	libraries	have	been	developed	for	
mangroves	 in	 India	 as	 a	 first	 step	 towards	
characterizing	 genes	 associated	 with	
salinity	tolerance	(Mehta	et al.,	2005),	while	
DNA	 markers	 have	 been	 used	 for	 back-
ward	 selection	 to	 identify	 superior	 male	
parents	in	eucalypt	seed	orchards	in	Brazil	
(Grattapaglia	 et al.,	 2004).	 This	 approach	
has	 some	 potential	 for	 accelerating	 the	
breeding	cycle	in	open-pollinated	breeding	
programmes,	particularly	with	species	that	
are	 difficult	 to	 hand	 pollinate	 (Butcher,	
Moran	and	DeCroocq,	1998).	The	applica-
tion	of	QTL-MAS	in	developing	countries	
remains	limited,	exceptions	being	selection	
of	 coconut	 parents	 for	 breeding	 (FAO,	
2003)	and	identification	of	QTL	for	rubber	
tree	improvement	(Lespinasse	et al.,	2000).	
More	 widespread	 application	 may	 depend	
on	 economic	 considerations.	 	 Reports	 on	
the	 financial	 viability	 of	 MAS	 differ,	 with	
Johnson,	Wheeler	and	Strauss	 (2000)	 indi-
cating	 that	 large	 areas	 would	 need	 to	 be	
planted	with	MAS-improved	germplasm	to	
justify	 initial	 investment,	 while	 Wilcox	 et 
al.	(2001)	suggest	significant	financial	gains	
are	 possible	 even	 when	 selection	 is	 based	
on	DNA	markers	linked	to	a	few	loci	each	
of	relatively	small	effect.	Association	map-
ping	has	the	potential	for	more	widespread	
application	 in	 developing	 countries	 due,	
in	 part,	 to	 the	 ability	 to	 transfer	 markers	
among	 individuals,	 regardless	 of	 pedigree	
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or	 family	 relationships.	 The	 possibility	 of	
transferring	 SNP	 markers	 among	 species	
has	already	been	demonstrated	in	eucalypts	
(Thumma	et al.,	2005).

Forest	 trees,	 including	 many	 species	 in	
developing	 countries,	 are	 near	 their	 wild	
state,	and	significant	improvement	can	still	
be	 made	 quite	 rapidly	 based	 on	 selection	
among	 existing	 genotypes	 (FAO,	 2003).	
Association	 studies	 are	 ideally	 suited	 to	
exploiting	variation	 in	natural	populations	
and	do	not	rely	on	the	existence	of	exten-
sive	 pedigrees	 from	 controlled	 crosses.	
Suitable	populations	should	include	a	large	
number	 of	 unrelated	 individuals	 of	 the	
same	 age	 growing	 on	 the	 one	 site.	 It	 has	
been	estimated	 that	500	 individuals	would	
be	necessary	to	detect	association	between	
a	 quantitative	 nucleotide	 responsible	
for	 5	percent	 or	 more	 of	 the	 phenotypic	
variance	 (Long	 and	 Langley,	 1999).	 The	
development	 of	 such	 populations	 would	
provide	a	good	foundation	for	future	GAS	
research	in	developing	countries.	While	the	
markers	developed	using	this	approach	are	
likely	to	be	more	easily	transferred	between	
breeding	 programmes,	 the	 application	 of	
GAS	would	require	 the	 subsequent	devel-
opment	of	advanced	breeding	programmes	
where	the	selection	of	superior	alleles	could	
take	 place.	 	 However,	 publicly	 funded	
forestry	 research	 is	 suboptimal	 in	 many	
developing	countries	and	development	pri-
orities	 do	 not	 necessarily	 include	 genetic	
improvement	programmes	(FAO,	2003).	

The	 major	 costs	 of	 GAS	 are	 associated	
with	identifying	candidate	genes	potentially	
linked	to	the	relevant	traits,	and	discovering	
SNPs.	In	some	cases,	public	databases	may	
contain	 large	 numbers	 of	 genes	 from	 the	
target	or	closely	related	species	but,	if	not,	
there	 would	 be	 additional	 costs	 associ-
ated	 with	 EST	 sequencing	 of	 genes	 from	
the	 relevant	 tissue	 (i.e.	 xylem	 genes	 for	

wood	traits).	These	additional	costs	may	be	
offset	 partially	 by	 EST	 sequencing	 clones	
from	mixed	cDNA	libraries	derived	from	a	
number	of	unrelated	trees	from	the	associa-
tion	population.	

Previously,	the	cost	of	genotyping	SNPs	
was	prohibitive,	but	this	has	fallen	dramati-
cally	 in	 recent	 years	 as	 high-throughput	
technologies	 have	 been	 developed	 for	 the	
human	 HapMap	 project	 (International	
HapMap	Consortium,	2003).		The	Illumina	
Beadstation	 technology	 (www.illumina.
com)	 is	particularly	 suited	 to	 smaller-scale	
genotyping	 projects	 such	 as	 those	 being	
undertaken	in	forest	trees.	Cost	is	certainly	
a	 limitation	 in	 many	 developing	 coun-
tries	 including	 much	 of	 Africa	 and	 some	
South	 American	 countries;	 however,	 in	
most	 Asian	 countries	 and	 countries	 such	
as	 Brazil	 where	 molecular	 genetic	 labora-
tories	 are	 already	 well	 established,	 costs	
would	not	be	prohibitive.	The	full	benefits	
of	GAS	would	require	development	of	effi-
cient	 clonal	 propagation	 and	 deployment	
systems	before	it	was	applied	routinely.	

Less	stringent	regulatory	approval	proc-
esses	 and	 greater	 public	 acceptance	 of	
genetically	 modified	 plants	 have	 allowed	
Brazil	and	China	to	take	a	lead	role	in	com-
mercializing	 transgenic	 tree	 technology.	
China	is	the	only	country	to	announce	the	
commercial	 release	 of	 transgenics	 (poplar)	
with	 300–500	 hectares	 being	 planted	 in	
2002	 (Wang,	 2004).	 Regulatory	 approval	
for	 the	 release	 of	 Bacillus thuriengensis	
(Bt)	 insect	 resistant	 eucalypts	 in	 Brazil	 is	
pending	(Sedjo,	2004).	Given	the	difficulty	
of	 carrying	 out	 long-term	 transgenic	 field	
trials	 with	 long	 rotation	 conifers,	 trans-
genic	approaches	are	likely	to	be	restricted	
to	modification	of	high-value	traits	such	as	
wood	fibre	properties	in	short	rotation	spe-
cies	 grown	 on	 a	 large	 scale.	 Conventional	
breeding,	 using	 either	 open	 or	 controlled	
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pollination	 in	seed	orchards,	will	continue	
to	 be	 the	 most	 important	 mechanism	 for	
developing	 new	 genotypes	 for	 increased	
genetic	 gain	 (Carson,	 Walter	 and	 Carson,	
2004).
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Summary
FAO	 estimates	 that	 there	 are	 around	 200	 species	 in	 aquaculture.	 However,	 only	 a	 few	
species	have	ongoing	selective	breeding	programmes.	Marker-assisted	selection	(MAS)	is	
not	used	in	any	aquaculture	breeding	scheme	today.	The	aim	of	this	chapter,	therefore,	is	
to	review	briefly	the	current	status	of	aquaculture	breeding	schemes	and	to	evaluate	the	
possibilities	 for	MAS	of	aquaculture	 species.	Genetic	marker	maps	have	been	published	
for	 some	species	 in	culture.	The	marker	density	of	 these	maps	 is,	 in	general,	 rather	 low	
and	 the	maps	 are	 composed	of	many	amplified	 fragment	 length	polymorphism	 (AFLP)	
markers	 anchored	 to	 few	 microsatellites.	 Some	 quantitative	 trait	 loci	 (QTL)	 have	 been	
identified	for	economically	important	traits,	but	they	are	not	yet	mapped	at	a	high	density.	
Computer	 simulations	 of	 within-family	 MAS	 schemes	 show	 a	 very	 high	 increase	 in	
genetic	gain	compared	with	conventional	family-based	breeding	schemes,	mainly	due	to	
the	large	family	sizes	that	are	typical	for	aquaculture	breeding	schemes.	The	use	of	genetic	
markers	to	identify	individuals	and	their	implications	for	breeding	schemes	with	control	
of	inbreeding	are	discussed.
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introduCtion
Aquaculture	 is	 an	 expanding	 industry,	
with	 a	 total	 global	 value	 of	 US$61	 billion	
(FAO,	 2003).	 FAO	 estimates	 that	 there	
are	 around	 200	 species	 in	 culture,	 of	
which	 carps	 and	 oysters	 have	 the	 largest	
worldwide	 production.	 However,	 only	 a	
few	species	have	ongoing	selective	breeding	
programmes.	

MAS	 is	 not	 used	 in	 any	 aquaculture	
breeding	 scheme	 today.	 The	 aim	 of	 this	
chapter,	 therefore,	 is	 to	 review	 briefly	 the	
current	 status	 of	 aquaculture	 breeding	
schemes	and	to	evaluate	the	possibilities	for	
MAS	of	aquaculture	species.	

traitS of Breeding intereSt
Growth	rate	is	the	most	important	trait	for	
most	aquaculture	species	under	selection.	It	
is	recorded	on	the	selection	candidates,	and	
can	 easily	 be	 improved	 using	 mass	 selec-
tion.	Sexual	maturation	is	a	trait	that	leads	
to	 reduced	 growth,	 reduced	 feed	 conver-
sion	 efficiency	 and	 reduced	 fillet	 quality	
in	 several	 aquaculture	 species.	 Therefore,	
selection	 against	 early	 maturation	 is	 often	
performed,	i.e.	the	individuals	that	become	
sexually	mature	before	market	size	are	dis-
carded	 as	 selection	 candidates.	 In	 tilapia,	
late	maturity	is	desirable	because	of	exces-
sive	spawning	that	results	in	overcrowding	
of	ponds	and	reduced	size	of	the	fish.	

For	many	other	traits,	however,	accurate	
measurement	 techniques	 for	 live	 indi-
viduals	 are	 inadequate.	 Hence,	 selection	
must	 be	 based	 on	 information	 from	 other	
family	 members,	 e.g.	on	 siblings.	 MAS	
would	be	especially	valuable	for	traits	that	
are	 difficult	 and/or	 costly	 to	 measure	 on	
the	 selection	 candidate	 or	 for	 traits	 that	
are	 measured	 late	 in	 life	 or	 at	 slaughter	
(Lande	 and	 Thompson,	 1990;	 Poompuang	
and	 Hallerman,	 1997).	 Examples	 of	 these	
important	traits	are:	

•	 Disease resistance.	 Challenge	 tests	 exist	
for	 viral	 (e.g.	 white	 spot	 syndrome	 in	
shrimps	and	infectious	pancreatic	necro-
sis	 in	 most	 marine	 fishes)	 and	 bacterial	
(e.g.	furunculosis	 and	 vibriosis)	 diseases,	
as	 well	 as	 for	 parasites	 (e.g.	 sea	 lice).	
When	 challenge	 tests	 are	 used	 in	 breed-
ing	 programmes,	 however,	 surviving	
individuals	 cannot	 enter	 the	 breeding	
nucleus	 because	 of	 the	 risk	 that	 they	
will	introduce	the	disease	to	the	nucleus.	
Therefore,	 these	 individuals	 cannot	 be	
selection	 candidates	 and	 only	 their	 sibs,	
who	have	no	records	for	these	traits,	are	
candidates.	

•	 Fillet quality traits.	To	this	group	of	traits	
belong	 colour,	 texture,	 gaping,	 different	
fat-related	 traits	 (e.g.	 fat	 percentage	 and	
distribution)	 and	 dressing	 percentage.	
Accurate	measurements	of	these	traits	are	
available	only	for	slaughtered	individuals.	
Techniques	for	measuring	fillet	colour	on	
live	fish	are	under	development.

•	 Feed conversion efficiency is	 a	 trait	 that	
can	 be	 measured	 practically	 only	 at	 the	
family	level	at	a	young	age	in	the	breed-
ing	nucleus,	but	not	at	the	individual	level	
or	 in	 grow-out	 operations.	 The	 value	
of	 such	 early	 records	 is	 rather	 limited	
because	of	the	unknown	correlation	with	
feed	conversion	efficiency	at	 a	 later	 age.	
Feed	intake	is,	in	general,	a	difficult	trait	
to	measure	in	aquaculture	species	due	to	
unequal	feed	intake	over	days.	No	active	
selection	 programme	 for	 aquaculture	
species	 selects	 directly	 for	 feed	 conver-
sion	 efficiency;	 rather,	 indirect	 selection	
is	practised	by	selecting	for	growth.	

•	 Salinity and low temperature tolerance 
are	two	traits	of	interest	for	tilapia	breed-
ing	programmes.	Today,	tilapias	are	pro-
duced	in	freshwater	 in	tropical	and	sub-
tropical	 areas.	 The	 purpose	 of	 selecting	
for	 salinity	 and	 temperature	 tolerance	
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is	 to	 develop	 fish	 that	 could	 reproduce	
and	grow	 in	areas	of	higher	 salinity	and	
lower	 temperature,	 i.e.	 to	 increase	 the	
production	 area	 for	 tilapias.	 Although	
these	 traits	 could	 be	 measured	 early	 in	
the	 life	 of	 the	 fish	 and	 therefore	 could	
be	 selected,	 sexually	 mature	 fish	 may	
respond	 differently	 to	 the	 temperature	
and	salinity	conditions.
Gjedrem	 and	 Olesen	 (2005)	 provide	 a	

more	 complete	 list	 of	 aquaculturally	 rel-
evant	 traits	 and	 their	 heritabilities	 and	
correlations.

StruCture of Breeding SChemeS
Most	aquaculture	species	are	currently	bred	
in	mono-	or	polyculture	systems	(i.e.	with	
one	or	several	species	reared	together)	using	
mass	selection	for	growth	rate.	Only	about	
30	family-based	 breeding	 programmes	
worldwide	 utilize	 sib	 information	 in	 the	
estimation	 of	 breeding	 values	 (B.	 Gjerde,	
personal	 communication).	 The	 main	 part	
of	 a	 family-based	 breeding	 programme	 is	
a	closed	breeding	nucleus,	with	trait	infor-
mation	from	sibs	coming	from	test	stations.	
Breeding	programmes	for	species	with	lim-
ited	reproductive	ability	(e.g.	salmonids	as	
opposed	 to	 several	 highly	 fecund	 marine	
species	 such	 as	 Atlantic	 cod)	 have	 a	 mul-
tiplier	 unit,	 where	 genetic	 material	 from	
the	nucleus	 is	used	to	produce	eggs	or	 fry	
for	 the	 grow-out	 producers.	 The	 limiting	
factor	for	the	breeding	nucleus	is	often	the	
number	of	tanks,	where	the	fry	of	a	certain	
full-sib	family	are	kept	until	individuals	are	
large	 enough	 to	 be	 physically	 tagged.	 The	
number	 of	 offspring	 per	 full-sib	 family	 is	
large,	such	that	a	very	high	selection	inten-
sity	can	be	achieved.	Generally,	each	male	is	
mated	to	two	females	in	order	that	the	tank	
effect	can	be	estimated	separately	from	the	
additive	genetic	effects.	

The	 high	 intensity	 of	 selection	 within	

the	nucleus	can	easily	result	in	high	rates	of	
inbreeding.	Introduction	of	unrelated	wild	
stock	is	often	practised	to	reduce	the	rates	of	
inbreeding.	However,	introduction	of	wild	
stock	 also	 leads	 to	 reduced	 genetic	 gain,	
and	should	generally	be	avoided	in	ongoing	
breeding	 schemes.	 Optimum	 contribution	
is	an	approach	that	maximizes	genetic	gain	
while	restricting	the	rates	of	inbreeding	for	
schemes	 with	 discrete	 (Meuwissen,	 1997;	
Grundy,	 Villanueva	 and	 Woolliams,	 1998)	
or	 overlapping	 (Meuwissen	 and	 Sonesson,	
1998;	 Grundy,	 Villanueva	 and	 Woolliams,	
2000)	 generation	 structures	 or	 for	 traits	
with	 a	 polygenic	 effect	 and	 the	 effect	 of	
a	 known	 single	 gene	 (Meuwissen	 and	
Sonesson,	 2004).	 The	 key	 determination	
is	 the	 number	 of	 matings	 (full-sib	 fami-
lies)	 per	 selected	 individual.	 One	 practical	
constraint	 in	 some	 marine	 species	 is	 that	
matings	 are	 volitional	 (natural	 mating	 in,	
for	example,	a	tank)	and	thus	depend	on	the	
availability	of	individuals	ready	to	spawn	at	
a	certain	moment.	Hence,	for	these	species,	
the	number	of	matings	per	male	or	female	
is	restricted	for	each	spawning.	The	use	of	
frozen	 milt	 makes	 the	 use	 of	 males	 more	
flexible.	Milt	 from	many	species	 including	
salmonids,	carp	and	shrimps	can	be	frozen	
(Stoss,	1983),	but	the	practical	use	of	cryo-
preserved	 sperm	 in	 aquaculture	 breeding	
programmes	has	not	been	fully	utilized.	

genetiC marker mapS
A	genetic	marker	map	is	an	ordered	listing	
of	 the	 genes	 or	 molecular	 markers	 occur-
ring	along	 the	 length	of	 the	chromosomes	
in	 the	 genome.	 Distances	 between	 genes	
or	 markers	 are	 estimated	 in	 terms	 of	 how	
frequently	 recombination	 occurs	 between	
them.	Genetic	marker	maps	are	available	for	
some	aquaculture	species	(Table	1).	Most	of	
these	 genetic	 maps	 are	 constructed	 using	
amplified	 fragment	 length	 polymorphism	
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(AFLP)	 markers	 (Vos	 et al.,	 1995),	 which	
are	 generally	 anchored	 to	 a	 smaller	
collection	 of	 microsatellites.	 The	 marker	
density	of	the	maps	is	currently	rather	low,	
and	 the	 markers	 are	 spread	 unevenly	 over	
the	 genome,	 which	 may	 explain	 why	 the	
number	 of	 linkage	 groups	 found	 in,	 for	
example,	channel	catfish	(Waldbieser	et al.,	
2001)	 or	 white	 shrimp	 (Pérez	 et al.,	 2004)	
does	 not	 correspond	 to	 the	 number	 of	
chromosomes.	In	rainbow	trout,	tetraploidy	
has	 been	 found	 for	 20	 chromosome	 arms	
(Sakamoto	 et al.,	 2000).	 Recombination	
rates	can	differ	between	males	and	females,	
and	 hence	 marker	 map	 lengths	 can	 differ	
considerably	 between	 males	 and	 females.	
In	 salmonids,	 females	 have	 the	 higher	
recombination	rate,	which	implies	that	most	
information	comes	from	the	females	when	
constructing	 the	 marker	 map.	 The	 ratio	
between	 female	 and	 male	 recombination	
rates	 was	 3.25:1.00	 for	 rainbow	 trout	
(Sakamoto	et al., 2000),	1.69:1.00	for	Arctic	
char	 (Woram	 et al.,	 2004)	 and	 8.25:1.00	
for	 Atlantic	 salmon	 (Moen	 et al.,	 2004a).	
However,	 in	 other	 aquaculture	 species,	
males	 have	 the	 higher	 recombination	 rate.	
For	 example,	 the	 ratio	 between	 male	 and	
female	recombination	rates	was	7.4:1.00	 in	
Japanese	 flounder	 (Coimbra	 et al.,	 2003).	
There	are	also	differences	in	recombination	
rate	over	the	length	of	the	chromosomes	in	
males,	i.e.	recombination	rate	was	higher	in	
telomeric	regions	than	in	proximal	regions	
in	rainbow	trout	(Sakamoto	et al.,	2000).	

mapping of qtl
QTL	 are	 loci	 whose	 variability	 underlies	
variation	 in	 expression	 of	 a	 quantitative	
character	 (Geldermann,	 1975).	 Detection	
of	 QTL	 would	 help	 in	 understanding	 the	
genetic	 architecture	 of	 the	 trait,	 i.e.	 the	
numbers	 and	 relative	 effects	 of	 genes	 that	
determine	 expression	 of	 a	 trait.	 A	 small,	

but	 growing,	 number	 of	 QTL	 for	 impor-
tant	 traits	 have	 been	 identified	 in	 farmed	
aquatic	 species	 (Table	2).	 In	 tilapias,	 QTL	
have	 been	 identified	 for	 cold	 tolerance	
(Cnaani	 et al.,	 2003;	 Moen	 et al.,	 2004b).	
QTL	 for	 upper	 temperature	 tolerance	
(Jackson	 et al.,	 1998;	 Danzmann,	 Jackson	
and	 Ferguson,	 1999;	 Perry,	 Ferguson	 and	
Danzmann,	 2003;	 Somorjai,	 Danzmann	
and	 Ferguson	 2003),	 and	 for	 resistance	 to	
different	 disease	 traits	 have	 been	 found	
in	 salmonids,	 e.g.	for	 infectious	 hemat-
opoietic	 necrosis	 virus	 (Rodriguez	 et al.,	
2005),	 infectious	 pancreatic	 necrosis	 virus	
(Ozaki	 et al.,	 2001),	 Ceratomyxa shasta	
(Nichols,	 Bartholomew	 and	 Thorgaard,	
2003)	and	infectious	salmon	anemia	(Moen	
et al.,	2004c,	2006).	QTL	for	general	disease	
resistance	and	immune	response	have	been	
found	 in	 tilapias	 (Cnaani	 et al.,	 2004)	 and	

table 1
aquaculture species for which there are genetic 
marker maps

Species reference

Scallop li et al. (2005)
Wang et al. (2004)

Pacific oyster Hubert and Hedgecock (2004)
eastern oyster Yu and Guo (2003)
White shrimp Pérez et al. (2004)
Kuruma prawn li et al. (2003)
black tiger shrimp Wilson et al. (2002)
Kuruma prawn Moore et al. (1999)
atlantic salmon Moen et al. (2004a)

Gilbey et al. (2004)
arctic char Woram et al. (2004)
Rainbow trout nichols et al. (2003)

Sakamoto et al. (2000)
Young et al. (1998)

Salmonids May and Johnson (1990)
common carp Sun and liang (2004)
european sea bass chistiakov et al. (2005)
channel catfish Waldbieser et al. (2001)

liu et al. (2003)
tilapia lee et al. (2005)

Mcconnell et al. (2000)
agresti et al. (2000)
Kocher et al. (1998)

Japanese flounder coimbra et al. (2003)
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salmonids	 (Zimmerman	 et al.,	 2004).	 The	
data	used	for	quantifying	disease	resistance	
and	 temperature	 tolerance	 traits	 are	 often	
based	on	challenge	tests,	for	which	models	
accounting	 for	 non-normality	 of	 data	 and	
special	 algorithms	 that	 take	 account	 of	
censored	 data	 (survival	 models)	 are	 used	
in	 combination	 with	 the	 QTL	 mapping	
methods	 (e.g.	 Moen	 et al.,	 2006).	 In	 sal-
monids,	 QTL	 have	 been	 found	 related	 to	
body	 weight	 and	 size	 (Martyniuk	 et al.,	
2003;	 O’Malley	 et al.,	 2003;	 Reid	 et al.,	
2005),	 for	 colouration	 pattern	 (Streelman,	
Albertson	 and	 Kocher,	 2003)	 and	 for	 one	
form	 of	 albinism	 (Nakamura	et al.,	 2001).	
Zimmerman	 et al.	 (2005)	 found	 QTL	 for	

pyloric	 caeca	 number,	 a	 trait	 related	 to	
feed	 conversion	 efficiency.	 Epistasis	 has	
been	 found	 for	 upper	 temperature	 toler-
ance	 and	 body	 length	 in	 rainbow	 trout	
(Danzmann,	 Jackson	 and	 Ferguson,	 1999;	
Perry,	Ferguson	and	Danzmann,	2003);	the	
epistasis	 depended	 on	 the	 genetic	 back-
ground,	 which	 would	 result	 in	 reduced	
effectiveness	of	MAS	(Danzmann,	Jackson	
and	Ferguson,	1999).	

The	 genetic	 diversity	 of	 wild	 and	 cul-
tured	populations,	high	 fecundity,	 and	 the	
possibility	of	interspecific	hybridization	and	
reproductive	 manipulation	 of	 aquaculture	
species	 can	 be	 exploited	 in	 QTL	 mapping	
studies.	 These	 features	 have	 resulted	 in	 a	

table 2
known marker-qtl linkages in aquaculture species

trait reference

Salmonids
Spawning time leder, Danzmann and Ferguson (2006)
early development Martinez et al. (2005)
Pyloric caeca number Zimmerman et al. (2005)
natural killer cell-like activity Zimmerman et al. (2004)
Hematopoetic necrosis resistance Rodriguez et al. (2005)
Development rate Sundin et al. (2005)
infectious salmon anemia resistance Moen et al. (2004c, 2006)
Ceratomyxa shasta resistance nichols, bartholomew and thorgaard (2003)
infectious pancreatic necrosis resistance ozaki et al. (2001)
infectious hematopoietic necrosis resistance Khoo et al. (2004)
body weight and condition factor Reid et al. (2005)
Spawning date and body weight o’Malley et al. (2003)
Growth and maturation Martyniuk et al. (2003)
temperature tolerance Somorjai, Danzmann and Ferguson (2003)
Meristic traits nichols, Wheeler and thorgaard (2004)
embryonic development Robison et al. (2001)
albinism nakamura et al. (2001)
Development rate nichols et al. (2000)
Spawning time Sakamoto et al. (1999)
Upper temperature tolerance, size Perry et al. (2001, 2003)
Upper temperature tolerance Danzmann, Jackson and Ferguson (1999)
Upper temperature tolerance Jackson et al. (1998)
tilapia
cold tolerance Moen et al. (2004b)
cold tolerance and fish size cnaani et al. (2003)
Stress and immune response cnaani et al. (2004)
colour pattern Streelman, albertson and Kocher (2003)
early survival Palti et al. (2002)
Sex determination lee, Penman and Kocher (2003); lee, Hulata and Kocher (2004)
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wide	diversity	of	experimental	populations	
being	 used	 in	 such	 studies.	 Double	 hap-
loids	(see	below)	have	been	used	for	QTL	
mapping	 in	 salmonids	 (by	 androgenesis;	
Robison	 et al.,	 2001;	 Zimmerman	 et al.,	
2005)	 and	 tilapias	 (by	 gynogenesis;	 Palti	
et al.,	 2002).	 Backcross	 populations	 have	
been	 set	 up	 where	 strains	 with	 large	 phe-
notypic	 differences	 in	 the	 trait	 of	 interest	
are	 crossed,	 e.g.	 for	 temperature	 tolerance	
in	rainbow	trout	(Danzmann,	Jackson	and	
Ferguson,	1999).	The	strains	can	come	from	
one	 species,	 but	 crosses	 between	 species	
also	have	been	used	 (Streelman,	Albertson	
and	Kocher,	2003	for	 tilapia;	Rodriguez	et 
al.,	 2005	 for	 salmonids).	 Finally,	 families	
derived	from	a	breeding	nucleus	have	been	
used	 for	 QTL	 mapping.	 (e.g.	 Moen	 et al.,	
2006	for	Atlantic	salmon).

Most	QTL	mapping	is	based	on	marker	
association	 studies	 (e.g.	 Sakamoto	 et al.,	
1999)	 or	 on	 a	 marker	 association	 study	
followed	 by	 interval	 mapping	 (Moen	 et 
al.,	 2006).	 Combined	 linkage/linkage	 dis-
equilibrium	 methods	 (e.g.	 Meuwissen	 et 
al.,	2002)	have	high	precision	for	mapping	
QTL	in	outbred	populations,	but	have	not	
been	used	for	QTL	mapping	in	aquaculture	
species.	This	lack	could	be	explained	by	the	
sparcity	of	genetic	marker	maps	for	the	spe-
cies	under	study	and	by	many	of	the	studies	
having	 used	 special	 crosses	 as	 mentioned	
above,	where	linkage	is	the	main	source	of	
information	for	mapping	the	QTL.

Various	 reproductive	 manipulations	
may	 be	 applied	 to	 aquaculture	 species.	
One	 interesting	 reproductive	 manipula-
tion	technique	for	outbred	populations	for	
marker	 and	 QTL	 mapping	 is	 gyno-	 and	
androgenetic	double	haploids	 (Chourrout,	
1984).	 In	 gynogenesis,	 the	 sperm’s	 chro-
mosomes	are	inactivated	by	irradiation	and	
following	fertilization,	diploidy	is	restored	
by	 applying	 a	 temperature	 or	 hydrostatic	

pressure	shock.	The	result	 is	an	 individual	
that	is	double	haploid	with	only	the	female’s	
chromosomes.	 Depending	 on	 when	 dip-
loidy	 is	 restored,	 two	 types	 of	 double	
haploid	 individuals	 can	 be	 produced.	 If	
an	 early	 shock	 is	 applied,	 extrusion	 of	
the	 second	 polar	 body	 is	 suppressed	 and,	
when	 the	 two	 maternal	 chromosome	 sets	
fuse,	 some	 heterozygosity	 is	 retained.	 If	
a	 late	 shock	 is	 applied,	 the	 first	 mitotic	
cleavage	 of	 the	 zygote	 is	 suppressed	 and,	
when	 the	 two	 maternal	 chromosome	 sets	
fuse,	 the	 resulting	 individual	 is	 virtually	
homozygous.	 In	 androgenesis,	 the	 egg	 is	
irradiated	and,	after	“fertilization”,	the	egg	
is	 shocked	 to	 suppress	 the	 first	 mitosis	
(Parsons	and	Thorgaard,	1984).	The	result	
is	 an	 individual	 that	 is	 a	 double	 haploid	
with	only	the	male’s	chromosomes	and	that	
is	virtually	homozygous.	

The	 power	 of	 an	 experiment	 to	 detect	
QTL	depends	on	the	effect	of	QTL	alleles,	
the	 recombination	 rate	 among	 the	 marker	
and	 QTL	 loci,	 and	 the	 sample	 size	 of	 the	
mapping	 population.	 The	 effect	 of	 QTL	
genotypes	is	higher	for	double	haploid	than	
for	 full-	 or	 half-sib	 family	 designs	 in	 an	
outbred	population	because	the	QTL	geno-
types	occur	only	in	a	homozygous	form	in	
double	haploids	(i.e.	in	their	most	extreme	
form).	The	relative	advantage	of	a	popula-
tion	of	mitotic	double	haploids,	where	the	
two	 chromosome	 sets	 are	 copies	 of	 each	
other,	is	largest	when	the	QTL	has	a	small	
effect	(Martinez,	Hill	and	Knott,	2002).	In	
meiotic	haploid	 individuals,	 the	 two	chro-
mosome	 sets	 in	 an	 individual	 have	 been	
recombined.	The	power	of	QTL	detection	
in	 these	 meiotic	 double	 haploid	 popula-
tions	is	therefore	expected	to	resemble	that	
of	 selfed	 populations	 (Martinez,	 Hill	 and	
Knott,	 2002).	 Double	 haploids	 have	 been	
used	for	genetic	marker	and	QTL	mapping,	
as	noted	above.
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On	the	other	hand,	 the	extremely	 large	
full-sib	 family	 size	 that	 is	 possible	 for	
aquaculture	 species	 may	 make	 use	 of	 spe-
cial	 reproductive	 techniques	 for	 marker	
and	 QTL	 mapping	 studies	 unnecessary.	
For	 example,	 in	 Atlantic	 cod,	 both	 males	
and	females	produce	millions	of	gametes	at	
spawning.	 Also,	 Atlantic	 cod	 and	 halibut	
are	examples	of	repeat	spawners,	in	contrast	
to	salmonids	that	normally	die	after	a	single	
spawning.	 Repeated	 spawning	 makes	 the	
mating	 structure	 more	 flexible,	 e.g.	 a	 cer-
tain	pairing	can	be	repeated	or	an	individual	
may	be	used	in	multiple	pairings.	Another	
disadvantage	 of	 using	 double	 haploids	 is	
that	 they	 are	 fully	 inbred	 individuals	 and	
may	 therefore	 express	 the	 trait	 of	 interest	
differently	 than	 non-inbred	 animals.	
An	 example	 of	 this	 is	 the	 environmental	
variance	 for	 wing	 length	 in	 Drosophila 
melanogaster,	 which	 has	 been	 shown	 to	
be	 larger	 for	 inbred	 individuals	 than	 non-
inbred	 individuals	 (Falconer	 and	 Mackay,	
1996).	 Traits	 with	 dominant	 expression	
may	 be	 expressed	 differently	 because	 of	
inbreeding	depression.	

maS SChemeS
After	QTL	detection	experiments,	breeders	
will	have	knowledge	of	marker-QTL	link-
ages	and	an	estimate	of	the	respective	effects	
of	 QTL	 alleles	 on	 the	 trait	 in	 the	 popu-
lation.	 This	 knowledge	 may	 be	 applied	
using	MAS	of	spawners	for	producing	the	
next	generation.	Generally,	QTL	detection	
would	 be	 carried	 out	 in	 one	 experiment	
and	 MAS	 in	 another	 (Poompuang	 and	
Hallerman,	1997).	For	within-family	MAS	
schemes,	 the	 phase	 of	 marker	 and	 QTL	
alleles	needs	to	be	established	for	all	fami-
lies	 on	 which	 selection	 will	 be	 practised.	
Two	within-family	MAS	schemes	have	been	
well	studied	for	livestock	populations.	The	
first	is	a	three-generation	scheme,	which	is	

suitable	for	breeding	schemes	with	progeny	
testing	 (Kashi,	 Hallerman	 and	 Solomon,	
1990).	Progeny	tests	are	not,	however,	cur-
rently	performed	upon	aquaculture	species.	
The	 second	 is	 a	 two-generation	 scheme	
(Mackinnon	 and	 Georges,	 1998),	 which	
may	 be	 modified	 for	 application	 to	 fish	
populations.	

In	the	two-generation	scheme	(Figure	1),	
it	is	assumed	that	both	sires	and	dams	have	
genotypic	 records	 for	 markers	 linked	 to	
the	 QTL	 and	 that	 there	 are	 two	 groups	
of	progeny	from	these	parents.	The	group	
of	 test	 progeny	 has	 both	 phenotypic	 per-
formance	and	genotypic	records,	while	the	
group	 of	 selection	 candidates	 only	 has	
genotypic	 records.	 Phenotypic	 evaluation	
often	 implies	 that	 these	 individuals	cannot	
be	used	later	for	breeding,	perhaps	because	
they	were	used	 in	a	challenge	test	or	were	
slaughtered	 to	 obtain	 sib	 information	 for	
carcass	 traits.	 The	 genetic	 markers	 of	 the	
sire	 are	 denoted	 M1	 and	 M2,	 and	 those	
of	 the	dam	M3	and	M4,	with	M1	and	M3	
linked	 with	 the	 performance-increasing	
QTL	 alleles.	 With	 these	 linkage	 relation-
ships,	 M1M3-bearing	 progeny	 would	 be	
selected	 while	 some	 M1M4-	 and	 M2M3-,	
and	 no	 M2M4-bearing	 progeny	 would	 be	
selected.	The	proportions	of	each	genotype	
selected	would	vary	depending	upon	selec-
tion	intensity.

When	 QTL	 are	 mapped	 densely	 (up	
to	 5	 cM	 between	 markers),	 both	 linkage	
disequilibrium	 within	 families	 and	 popu-
lation-wide	 linkage	 disequilibrium	 can	 be	
used	in	the	MAS	scheme	(Smith	and	Smith,	
1993;	Dekkers	and	Hospital,	2002).	

Simulation of two-generation within-
family maS schemes 
The	attractive	feature	of	MAS	is	the	poten-
tial	 for	 increasing	 the	 genetic	 gain	 in	 a	
selective	 breeding	 programme.	 Lande	 and	
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Thompson	 (1990)	 showed	 that	 the	 effi-
ciency	 of	 MAS	 relative	 to	 conventional	
selection	 alone	 depends	 upon	 the	 herit-
ability	 of	 the	 trait	 under	 selection,	 the	
proportion	 of	 genetic	 variance	 associated	
with	 marker	 loci	 and	 the	 particular	 selec-
tion	scheme	at	issue.

Stochastic	simulations	of	two-generation	
within-family	 MAS	 schemes	 in	 a	 typical	
aquaculture	 breeding	 programme	 were	
carried	 out	 by	 Sonesson	 (2006)	 for	 selec-
tion	 for	 one	 trait.	 Selection	 was	 truncated	
based	upon	best	linear	unbiased	prediction	
(BLUP)	breeding	values	including	informa-
tion	 of	 the	 genetic	 marker	 (Fernando	 and	
Grossman,	 1989).	 The	 heritability,	 h2,	 of	

the	 trait	 under	 selection	 was	 0.06	 or	 0.12,	
and	20	percent	of	 the	genetic	variance	was	
accounted	for	by	the	QTL.

Genetic	 gain	 was	 0.202	 for	 MAS	 and	
0.176	for	conventional	breeding,	after	selec-
tion	in	generation	1	(Table	3),	i.e.	MAS	had	
15	percent	higher	genetic	gain	than	conven-
tional	breeding.	After	selection	in	generation	
2,	 genetic	 gain	 was	 68	percent	 higher	 for	
MAS	than	conventional	breeding.	The	per-
formance-increasing	 QTL	 allele	 was	 then	
almost	fixed	(i.e.	 its	frequency	approached	
1).	 The	 increase	 in	 genetic	 gain	 is	 mainly	
due	to	the	increased	frequency	of	the	posi-
tive	QTL	allele	for	the	MAS	scheme,	where	
a	 higher	 QTL	 frequency	 implies	 more	

FiGURe 1
two-generation marker evaluation and selection scheme for aquaculture species

Parental generation: with genotypic record

 ( M1 M2 )           x     M3 M4 )  

 

 

 

 

 Progeny generation:

Group 1:                                                              Group 2:

Test- progeny with phenotypic  Broodstock candidate 

and genotypic records, used  

   

progeny with genotypic record

to estimate marker effects                                                           only

 M1  M3       Select  

M1 M4       Perhaps select some  
 

M2 M3       Perhaps select some
 

M2  M4       Select none  

 

♂ (  ♀ 

individuals with marker genotypes shown in bold are selected. the proportion of each genotype selected will vary with 
selection intensity.
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genetic	 variance	 (as	 long	 as	 the	 frequency	
of	 the	 positive	 allele	 is	 less	 than	 0.5).	 For	
situations	with	a	higher	h2	of	0.12,	genetic	
gain	was	7	percent	higher	after	selection	in	
generation	 1	 and	 54	percent	 higher	 after	
selection	in	generation	2,	i.e.	the	superiority	
of	MAS	was	somewhat	 lower	 for	schemes	
with	the	higher	heritability.	

identifiCation of individualS 
uSing genetiC markerS
In	 traditional	 family-based	 breeding	 pro-
grammes,	individuals	from	the	same	full-sib	
families	are	reared	separately	(e.g.	in	tanks)	
until	 they	 are	 large	 enough	 to	 be	 tagged	
physically.	 This	 mode	 of	 rearing	 is	 very	
costly,	 and	 the	 number	 of	 full-sib	 families	
therefore	 limits	 the	 size	 of	 the	 breeding	
nucleus.	 In	 addition,	 separate	 rearing	 of	
full-sib	 families	 results	 in	 common	 envi-
ronmental	 (tank)	 effects	 that	 need	 to	 be	
estimated,	which	in	turn	affects	other	parts	
of	 the	 design	 and	 analysis	 of	 the	 breeding	
programme.	That	is,	in	the	mating	design,	a	
sire	has	to	be	mated	to	several	dams	(or	vice 
versa)	in	order	to	be	able	to	separate	analyt-
ically	these	common	environmental	effects	
from	additive	genetic	effects.	The	tank	effect	
is	generally	higher	for	newly	domesticated	
species,	 where	 feed	 and	 other	 environ-
mental	 effects	 are	 not	 yet	 standardized.	
For	example,	the	tank	effect	was	3–12	per-
cent	 for	 juvenile	 Atlantic	 cod	 (Gjerde	 et 
al.,	2004),	and	the	nursery	pond	effect	was	

32	percent	 for	 rohu	 carp	 (Gjerde	 et al.,	
2003)	 compared	 with,	 for	 example,	 a	 tank	
effect	 of	 2–6	percent	 for	 Atlantic	 salmon	
and	 rainbow	 trout	 (Rye	 and	 Mao,	 1998;	
Pante	et al.,	2002).	Were	it	possible	to	pool	
progeny	groups	into	one	tank,	tank	effects	
would	 be	 eliminated,	 a	 smaller	 number	 of	
tanks	 would	 be	 needed	 per	 spawner	 and	
more	pairs	could	be	spawned.	

Parentage	 assignment	 using	 molecular	
markers	 is	 useful	 for	 tracing	 pedigrees	 in	
breeding	 programmes,	 and	 can	 be	 used	 to	
identify	parents	in	breeding	schemes	where	
progeny	 groups	 are	 pooled.	 Parentage	
assignment	 implies	 that	 parents	 and	 off-
spring	 are	 all	 genotyped	 for	 a	 number	
of	 genetic	 markers	 that	 are	 well	 spread	
over	 the	genome	and	 that	 the	 information	
on	 genotypes	 is	 used	 to	 assign	 individual	
progeny	 to	 the	 correct	 parental	 pair.	 The	
parent-offspring	 relationship	 is	 such	 that	
each	offspring	inherits	one	allele	from	each	
parent,	making	 it	possible	 to	 exclude	pos-
sible	 parents	 when	 this	 condition	 is	 not	
fulfilled.	

Exclusion	of	parents	is	the	basic	method	
of	 assigning	 parents.	 The	 exclusion	 prob-
ability	 per	 locus	 (El)	 can	 be	 calculated	
according	to	the	formulae	of	Hanset	(1975)	
and	Dodds	et al.	 (1996).	The	global	exclu-
sion	probability	over	loci	(Eg)	is:

table 3
genetic gain in schemes with heritability (h2) of 0.06 or 0.12

generation number

1 2 3 4

h2 = 0.06

conventional 0.176 0.121 0.134 0.117

MaS 0.202 0.203 0.135 0.114

h2 = 0.12

conventional 0.337 0.206 0.196 0.191

MaS 0.361 0.318 0.206 0.177
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where	L	is	the	total	number	of	marker	loci	
screened.	 Genotyping	 errors	 can	 result	 in	
the	 true	 parents	 being	 excluded,	 because	
uncertainty	 is	 not	 accounted	 for	 with	 this	
method.	Even	a	low	error	rate	reduces	the	
correct	 assignment	 rate,	 which	 increases	
with	 the	 number	 of	 loci	 and	 number	 of	
alleles.	 SanCristobal	 and	 Chevalet	 (1997)	
derived	 a	 likelihood	 and	 a	 Bayesian-based	
method	 that	 could	 take	 account	 of	 geno-
typing	 errors.	 They	 used	 the	 likelihood	
method	 on	 data	 for	 50	 parental	 pairs	 and	
their	 offspring	 and	 a	 genotyping	 error	
rate	 of	 2	percent,	 but	 with	 no	 error	 rate	
accounted	 for	 in	 the	 likelihood	 calcula-
tion.	The	correct	parentage	assignment	rate	
was	only	88	percent	using	a	system	of	five	
loci	with	five	alleles,	and	83	percent	using	a	
system	of	eight	loci	with	five	alleles.	After	
including	a	genotyping	error	rate	of	10-3	in	
the	 same	 calculations,	 the	 correct	 assign-
ment	rate	increased	to	nearly	100	percent.

The	number	 of	 loci	 and	 alleles	per	 loci	
needed	 for	 correct	 parent	 assignment	 was	
estimated	 deterministically	 and	 validated	
stochastically	 by	 Villanueva,	 Verspoor	
and	 Visscher	 (2002).	 They	 showed	 that	
nine	 loci	 with	 five	 alleles	 per	 locus	 or	 six	
loci	 with	 ten	 alleles	 would	 assign	 99	per-
cent	 of	 offspring	 to	 the	 correct	 parents	
from	 100	 or	 400	 crosses.	 Similar	 results	
were	 found	 by	 Bernatchez	 and	 Duchesne	
(2000).	 These	 results	 agree	 well	 with	 the	
results	 from	 empirical	 studies	 of	 aquacul-
ture	 populations.	 For	 example,	 Herbinger	
et al.	 (1995)	 assigned	 66	percent	 of	 the	
offspring	 to	 correct	 parental	 pairs	 in	 a	
complete	factorial	cross	between	ten	males	
x	 ten	 females	 (i.e.	 100	 parental	 pairs)	 of	
rainbow	 trout	 using	 four	 loci	 with	 four	
to	 ten	 alleles	 per	 locus.	 Perez-Enriquez,	
Takagi	 and	 Taniguchi	 (1999)	 reported	
73	percent	 correct	 assignment	 of	 parental	
pairs	using	five	microsatellites	when	7	800	

parental	 pairs	 were	 possible	 for	 a	 popula-
tion	of	red	sea	bream.	Norris,	Bradley	and	
Cunningham	 (2000)	 assigned	 over	 95	per-
cent	 of	 the	 parental	 pairs	 correctly	 using	
eight	 polymorphic	 loci	 with	 10–29	 alleles	
per	 locus	 in	 Atlantic	 salmon	 when	 the	
number	of	possible	parental	pairs	was	over	
12	000.	 Jackson,	 Martin-Robichaud	 and	
Reith	(2003)	assigned	96–100	percent	of	the	
progeny	 to	 the	 correct	 parental	 pair	 in	 F1	
Atlantic	halibut	populations	using	five	mic-
rosatellite	loci.	Castro	et al.	(2004)	assigned	
over	 99	percent	 of	 all	 parental	 pairs	 cor-
rectly	with	six	microsatellites	for	176	full-sib	
families	of	turbot.	Vandeputte	et al.	(2004)	
assigned	 95.3	percent	 of	 all	 parental	 pairs	
in	 a	 complete	 factorial	 cross	 of	 10	dams	
x	 24	sires	 of	 common	 carp	 using	 eight	
microsatellites.	In	addition	to	assessing	par-
entage,	full-	and	half-sib	relationships	have	
also	 been	 estimated	 using	 genetic	 markers	
in	aquaculture	stocks,	e.g.	Atlantic	salmon	
(Norris,	 Bradley	 and	 Cunningham,	 2000)	
and	rainbow	trout	(McDonald,	Danzmann	
and	Ferguson,	2004).

There	 are	 underlying	 assumptions	 that	
affect	 experimental	 power	 for	 assigning	
parents.	Some	of	these	assumptions	are:
•	 Hardy-Weinberg	 equilibrium	 (HWE).	

Small	 effective	 population	 sizes,	 non-
random	 mating	 and	 unequal	 family	 size	
will	lead	to	deviations	from	HWE.	HWE	
is	not	an	issue	in	assigning	parental	pairs	
to	 offspring,	 but	 affects	 the	 assignment	
of	 offspring	 genotypes	 to	 the	 parents	
(Estoup	et al.,	1998),	i.e.	some	genotypes	
of	 parents	 might	 be	 more	 difficult	 than	
others	 from	 which	 to	 assign	 offspring.	
If	 these	 genotypes	 are	 present	 in	 large	
families,	parental	assignment	rate	will	be	
reduced	 relative	 to	 what	 would	 occur	 if	
they	are	present	in	small	families.	

•	 Zero	mutation	rate	and	no	scoring	errors.	
Castro	et al.	 (2004)	 reported	a	mutation	
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rate	of	6.7	x	10-4	when	13	464	gametes	and	
marker	 information	 from	 12	 loci	 were	
screened	 in	 a	 turbot	 population.	 Muta-
tions	 and	 scoring	 error	 have	 the	 same	
effect	on	excluding	potential	parents,	giv-
ing	rise	to	incorrect	assignments.

•	 Unlinked	 loci	 and	 linkage	 equilibrium.	
Linkage	 and	 linkage	 disequilibrium	
between	 the	 loci	 will	 reduce	 the	 effec-
tive	number	of	loci	used	for	the	parental	
assignment.	Note	that	the	power	to	assign	
parental	pairs	correctly	can	thereby	differ	
between	different	 sets	of	microsatellites.	
Estoup	et al.	(1998)	quantified	the	differ-
ence	in	the	power	of	microsatellite	mark-
er	sets	used	to	assign	parents	correctly	in	
turbot	 (eight	 loci,	 eight	 alleles	 per	 loci)	
and	rainbow	trout	(eight	loci,	four	alleles	
per	 loci)	 populations	 by	 calculating	 the	
frequency	 of	 good	 and	 unique	 parent	
assignments	 (fgu).	 The	 more	 variable	 set	
of	microsatellites	resulted	in	higher	fgu	for	
larger	maximal	mating	schemes	for	turbot	
than	the	less	variable	set	of	microsatellites	
for	rainbow	trout.	In	general,	a	set	of	loci	
with	 an	 equal	 number	 of	 alleles	 has	 the	
highest	exclusion	probability	(Weir,	1996;	
Jamieson	and	Taylor,	1997).

walk-BaCk SeleCtion SChemeS
Practical	 breeding	 schemes	 using	 molec-
ular	marker-based	parental	assignment	have	
been	reported.	Doyle	and	Herbinger	(1994)	
proposed	 carrying	 out	 parentage	 assign-
ment	for	individuals	using	genetic	markers,	
such	that	full-sib	families	would	not	have	to	
be	kept	separately	until	tagging	but,	rather,	
would	be	held	in	one	large	tank.	Note	that	
individuals	that	are	genotyped	also	need	to	
be	 physically	 tagged,	 so	 that	 genotyping	
results	 can	 be	 traced	 back	 to	 particular	
individuals.	 At	 the	 time	 for	 selection,	 fish	
in	the	tank	were	first	ranked	on	their	phe-
notypic	value,	assuming	that	selection	was	

for	 only	 one	 trait	 that	 could	 be	 measured	
on	 the	 selection	 candidates	 (e.g.	 weight).	
Then	 the	 individual	 with	 the	 highest	 phe-
notypic	 value	 was	 selected	 and	 genotyped	
for	 family	 identification.	 Thereafter,	 the	
individual	with	 the	 second	highest	pheno-
typic	value	was	genotyped	and	selected	if	it	
was	not	a	full-	or	half-sib	of	other,	already-
selected	individuals,	such	that	within-family	
selection	 was	 performed.	 This	 procedure	
continued	 until	 the	 desired	 number	 of	
brood	 stock	 was	 selected.	 This	 approach	
of	 progressing	 through	 the	 performance	
ranking,	genotyping	and	selecting	the	best-
performing	individuals	within	families	was	
termed	 “walk-back”	 selection.	 Matings	
subsequently	 would	 be	 made	 between	
families,	 a	 strategy	 preferred	 because	 it	
would	 keep	 the	 rate	 of	 inbreeding	 low	
(Falconer	 and	 Mackay,	 1996).	 Herbinger	
et al.	(1995)	reported	setting	up	a	rainbow	
trout	breeding	programme	using	the	walk-
back	 selection	 programme	 of	 Doyle	 and	
Herbinger	 (1994)	 and	 genetic	 markers	 to	
estimate	 full/half	 relationships	 among	 the	
candidates	using	a	likelihood	ratio	method	
and	 thereafter	 performing	 within-family	
selection.

Using	 stochastic	 simulations,	 Sonesson	
(2005)	 studied	 a	 combination	 of	 optimum	
contribution	selection	and	walk-back	selec-
tion.	 Optimum	 contribution	 is	 a	 selection	
method	 that	 maximizes	 genetic	 gain	 with	
a	 restriction	 on	 the	 rate	 of	 inbreeding	
(see	 earlier	 in	 this	 chapter).	 Hence,	 the	
combination	of	optimum	contribution	and	
walk-back	 selection	 ensures	 that	 the	 rate	
of	 inbreeding	 is	 under	 control,	 while	 the	
genetic	 gain	 is	 higher	 than	 in	 the	 within-	
family	 selection	 schemes	 of	 Doyle	 and	
Herbinger	(1994)	because	selection	is	both	
within	 and	 between	 families.	 In	 the	 study	
by	 Sonesson	 (2005),	 batches	 of	 candidates	
were	 pre-selected	 from	 a	 single	 tank	 on	
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their	phenotypic	values	and	 the	batch	size	
varied	from	50	to	all	(1	000,	5	000	or	10	000)	
candidates.	Relatively	small	batches	of	fish	
were	 genotyped	 at	 any	 one	 time	 to	 mini-
mize	 genotyping	 costs.	 Thereafter,	 BLUP	
breeding	 values	 (Henderson,	 1984)	 were	
estimated	and	the	optimum	contributions	of	
the	candidates	calculated	using	the	method	
of	 Meuwissen	 (1997).	 If	 the	 constraint	 on	
the	rate	of	inbreeding	could	not	be	achieved,	
another	 batch	 of	 fish	 was	 genotyped	 and	
included	in	the	total	number	of	candidates.	
Results	 showed	 that	 with	 a	 batch	 size	 of	
100,	76–92	percent	of	 the	genetic	gain	was	
achieved	compared	with	schemes	where	all	
1	000,	5	000	or	10	000	fish	were	genotyped	
to	provide	candidates	for	the	optimum	con-
tribution	 selection	 algorithm.	 Hence,	 high	
genetic	gain	was	achieved	at	a	fixed	rate	of	
inbreeding	with	low	genotyping	costs.

The	 main	 practical	 advantage	 of	 these	
marker-assisted	 breeding	 schemes	 is	 that	
expenses	 associated	 with	 separate	 rearing	
of	full-sib	families	are	not	incurred,	which	
decreases	start-up	and	operational	costs	for	
the	 breeding	 scheme.	 The	 most	 important	
trait	 at	 the	 start	 of	 a	 breeding	 programme	
is	 probably	 growth,	 which	 can	 easily	 be	
measured	 on	 the	 candidate.	 Use	 of	 the	
optimum	 contribution	 selection	 algorithm	
keeps	the	rate	of	inbreeding	under	control,	
which	 is	 especially	 important	 in	 breeding	
programmes	for	aquaculture	species	where	
selection	intensity	can	be	very	high	due	to	
the	large	family	sizes.	In	combination	with	
BLUP	 estimated	 breeding	 values,	 which	
have	a	high	within-family	correlation	such	
that	 individuals	 with	 the	 highest	 breeding	
values	 will	 tend	 to	 come	 from	 only	 a	 few	
families,	high	rates	of	inbreeding	can	result	
(Sonesson,	 Gjerde	 and	 Meuwissen,	 2005).	
However,	 there	 remain	 unsolved	 issues	
with	 the	 combined	 optimum	 contribution	
and	walk-back	selection	method:

•	Biased	 BLUP	 breeding	 values	 lead	 to	
a	 reduction	 in	 accuracy	 of	 selection,	
because	 not	 all	 selection	 candidates	 are	
included	 in	 the	 estimation	 of	 breeding	
values.	

•	Low	and	unequal	survival	of	families	may	
lead	to	reduced	genetic	variation	and	thus	
increased	 rate	 of	 inbreeding.	 However,	
the	 optimum	 contribution	 selection	 will	
correct	for	some	of	this	loss	by	selecting	
from	 more	 families	 to	 keep	 the	 genetic	
base	 broader	 than	 when	 selecting	 only	
for	the	BLUP	estimated	breeding	values.	
One	option	for	reducing	this	problem	of	
unequal	 and	 low	 survival	 is	 to	 pool	 an	
equal	 number	 of	 individuals	 from	 each	
family	 after	 the	 main	 period	 of	 early	
mortality	is	over.	In	general,	it	is	possible	
to	use	more	parents	in	these	programmes	
compared	 with	 conventional	 family-
based	selection	programmes,	which	could	
compensate	for	some	of	the	loss	of	families	
contributing	 to	 the	 next	 generation	 due	
to	low	and	unequal	survival.

•	Multitrait	selection	is	probably	the	largest	
practical	problem	 to	 solve.	One	alterna-
tive	could	be	to	base	the	pre-selection	on	
only	one	or	two	traits	that	are	inexpensive	
to	measure	on	the	candidate.	Techniques	
for	 measuring	 more	 traits	 on	 live	 selec-
tion	candidates	are	steadily	evolving	(e.g.	
fat	content	in	Atlantic	salmon,	Solberg	et 
al.,	2003),	such	that	the	sib-testing	system	
might	 be	 unnecessary	 for	 these	 traits	 in	
the	future.

introgreSSion SChemeS
Many	 fish	 breeding	 schemes	 have	 been	
started	 with	 a	 relatively	 narrow	 genetic	
base,	selecting	for	only	one	or	two	traits	in	
relatively	 few	 animals.	 However,	 because	
all	 farmed	 aquatic	 species	 still	 have	 wild	
ancestors,	introgression	of	genes	(i.e.	iden-
tified	 genes	 or	 QTL)	 from	 these	 wild	
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ancestors	into	breeding	populations	is	pos-
sible.	However,	one	assumes	that	all	other	
traits	of	 the	wild	 fish	are	unwanted	 in	 the	
breeding	 population,	 such	 that	 only	 the	
particular	gene	of	interest	should	be	intro-
gressed,	leaving	the	genome	of	the	breeding	
population	 otherwise	 intact	 (Hospital	 and	
Charcosset,	 1997).	 In	 white	 shrimp,	 for	
example,	 wild	 stocks	 have	 been	 found	 to	
have	 higher	 disease	 resistance	 but	 lower	
growth	rates	than	stocks	in	culture.	In	this	
example	 then,	 only	 the	 genes	 for	 disease	
resistance	 should	 be	 introgressed	 (taking	
account	of	the	possible	effect	of	these	genes	
on	growth).	The	problem	of	actually	imple-
menting	 marker-assisted	 introgression	 in	

populations	is	to	find	the	trait	of	interest	in	
wild	populations	 at	 a	 reasonable	 cost,	 and	
then	to	identify	genes	or	marked	QTL	for	
the	trait	to	be	introgressed	(Visscher,	Haley	
and	 Thompson,	 1992;	 Koudande	 et al.,	
2000).	This	is	a	costly	and	time-consuming	
process,	 especially	 for	 species	 with	 long	
generation	 intervals.	 Methods	 for	 simul-
taneous	 QTL	 mapping	 and	 introgression	
would	be	useful.
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